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The Mini-marathon sponsored by St. Anthony Hall on Thursday was one of the many activities held
during the InterFaternlty Council's First Annual Greek Week. Story on page 3, more pictures on Page
.
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Lips Resigns; College
Seeks Replacement
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" Student Coalition Discusses House
center building, all factions on - Pomeroy sees the SGA providing
Liimpus. Wednesday evening, Clay the Student Coalition with funding
At a meeting in tilt- Alunini suggested f!i« alternative possibility and aiding in matters that concern
felling, of locating a student house in the the administration. Sometime this
L the future R%ligion "Department building, week, four SGA representatives,
use of the building at 190-192 New which will soon be vacated, and will meet with the coalition and
Britain Avenue discussed the using the New Britain Avenue then with College Vice President
purpose and goals of the newly- structure for a work project for Thomas Smith to discuss plans for
formed "Student Coalition", a Trinity students.
the student house.
group organized to transform the
To demonstrate to the adThe Trinity Coalition of Blacks
college-owned structure into a ministration that students are has also expressed support for the
student house.
willing to support and put in the activities of the Student Coalition
During the meeting, leaders of effort required to create a student and plans to send a liaison to future
the Student Coalition stressed the meeting place, the Student Student Coalition meetings.
importance of securing student and Coalition has planned to gather Another show of encouragement
administrative support for the signatures through a petition drive has come from Student Affairs
establishment of the student house, organized at the Wednesday Director Wayne Asmus, who has
which would provide a meeting meeting.
offered to serve as Student
' place for all groups and individuals
Last week, the coalition gained Coalition adviser.
at Trinity. The purpose of the the backing of the, Student
In order to be officially
coalition, according to Laura Clay, Government Association. SGA . recognized by the college, the
the organization's, unofficial President Jim Pomeroy stated that coalition this week submitted its
spokesperson, is to integrate, his organization would help out "in constitution to the SGA and its
through the proposed student any way we can." In particular, charter to Vice President Smith.
by Andrew Yurkovsky

Thomas D. Lips, Trinity's Director of Institutional Affairs and a
member of the Pre-Law Advisory
Committee, has resigned his
present college post and will
relinquish this position at the end
of the calendar year to accept an
offer from Drexel, Burnham, and
Lambert,' Inc., an 'investment
banking and securities firm in
Hartford.
Now in his seventh year at the
college, Lips explained that, "it was
not difficult to accept the offer, but
difficult to leave Trinity." He
reflected on his employment here
as being, "immensely satisfying and
enjoyable," and thus he will leave
Trinity with a great deal of regret.
But he emphasized that he "won't
lose or leave behind the regard,
respect, and affection" he has for
Trinity. He added that he will
remain active with the college in
what he hopes will be a constvuctive role. as> a "friend."
Lips conveyed two main reasons
for his resignation as being "the
desire to find greater challenge and

opportunity" and "a past interest in
the securities market — almost a
preoccupation." Lips, a graduate of
Harvard Law School, stated that he
practiced corporate law with the
San Francisco firm of Branson*
Bronson, and McKinnon before
coming to Trinity and that it has
always remained an interest of his.
Therefore, he jumped at the opportunity to become involved once
again in the "securities industry" in
Connecticut since both he and his
family would prefer to stay in the
area.
Lips reiterated that his departure
was strictly "a personal decision
'demanding' a great deal of thought
and deliberation."
Acting President English, when
asked to comment on Lips'
resignation, also emphasized that it
was strictly Lips' decision to initiate
a change in career by devoting
himself to-the investment business.
He added that although he is "sorry
to see him go," lie is "confident
he'll do well" in the future.
English explained that since Lips
cont. on p. 3

Holland Scholars
The new Holland Scholars were chosen for the 1980-81
academic year. This scholarship is given to the sophomore,
junior and senior who stand at the top of their class in
academic achievement, having the highest grade-point
average. The recipients reveive free tuition for the entire
year.
The three students who merited this award are: Sarah
Neilly, '81, a biology major and a Holland Scholar last year,
Amy Kuntz, '82, Spanish major: and Lorenzo Pinto, '83 a
math and physics major.

Request Forms Sent to Departments as Budget Process Begins
by Joseph McAleer
As the end of the Christmas
semester approaches, preparation
. q y t e ;i9$l-1982lfcMdget is already
TmSmtof-it 'Trinity. This week, an
important step in the budgetmaking process will take place
when budget request forms are sent
to every academic department.
According to Dr. Andrew DeRocco, Dean of the Faculty, each
department chairman will submit
an estimate to him of the funds
necessary to operate the department during the next school year.
These allotted funds are considered part of the non-capital
expenditures of the total budget,
' DeRocco > explains, for they do not
represent "those things which are
the capita] interests of the institution," or capital expenditures.
The budget request forms
itemize these non-capital expenditures into five categories:
office
supplies, instruction
materials, supporting services,
programmatic materials, and
miscellaneous. Renting video
cassettes for broadcast to a dance

.class can be considered instruction materials. DeRocco
explained. Examples of supporting
services include supplies for
laboratories and shops, or the.
hiring of an accompanist for a
guest pianist. Finally, programmatic materials involve stipends for
guest lecturers or the conducting of
seminars.
Department heads are advised,
while completing their budget
request forms, to adhere to a fixed
percent of increase, determined by
the Budget Committee. Last year
this recommended increase was
seven percent. Upon receipt of
these forms, De Rocco will closely
examine each request, comparing
them individually to figures of the
previous academic years.
If a department ran over budget
last year, for exampte, De Rocco
Will evaluate the reasons for this
occurrence, and see if sufficient
funds were allotted to that
department in the first place. "It's
an interesting challenge," DeRocco admits, Once the final adjustments are made, and the
department budgets are set, De-

Rocco will then meet with
President Lockwood and other key
administrators to incorporate these
figures into the total budget.
A recent survey, conducted by
the Tripod of several departments,
revealed that budgets are not
proportionate to the number, of
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs)
assigned to each department. For
example, the Chemistry Department, with 6 FTEs, has a considerably-larger budget than the
English Department, with 13 FTEs.
This descrepancy, DeRocco explained, concerns the fundamental
"differences between maintaining a
laboratory and a non4aboratory
program." In any event, the survey
uncovered signs of discontent
among several
department
chairmen
concerning
their
budgets, and the system in general.
Dr. Henry DePhillips, chairman
of the Chemistry Department,
realizes that the College is "as
generous as it can be." "We are
satisfied with our present ' udget,"
he states, rioting that "we have
adequate funds to maintain our
laboratory operation." The major

question, DePhillips states, is
whether the department - has
enough money "to improve our
labs." Several experiments, particularly those' involving costly
metals, such as silver, have had to
be modified, due to this lack of
funds. Nevertheless, the Chemistry
Department is not suffering, partly
due to the response and the
accomplishments of its students. In
addition, the department receives
other supplemental sources of
revenue, such as research grants..
These are the net results of
"beating the bushes for dollars,"
DePhillips state's.

Dr. Edward Sloan, chairman of
the History Department, feels that
FTEs should pay a greater role in
determining budget size. The
History Department is one of the
largest at Trinity, in terms of FTEs,
arid frequently runs over budget.
"I don't have the foggiest idea"
of where the money is going, Sloan
complains, because these monthly
statements are not itemized,
Though chairmen usually sign for
most of the transactions within
their department, it is difficult to
keep track of everything, such as
office supplies he notes. Sloan feels?
cont. on p. 3
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Budget Committee
Considers Proposals

Announcements
EBDS

by Denise D'Agostino

the committee could keep in touch
with the flow of funds from agency
On Monday, November 10, the accounts. Don Jackson responded
Budget Committee was called to by citing the fact that an organorder by Chairman Don Jackson. • ization could at any time use their
On the agenda for discussion that money for personal benefit, regardevening were various proposals by less of whether they had an agency
the Psych Club, Stage Band and account or not. He further stated
World Affairs Association. Jim that "trust" constituted the unDodd, speaking for the Psych Club, derlying principle of all committee
petitioned that the $150 in the functions and services.
Psych Club account be divided up.
Finally, Rick Eberly appeared
Specifically, he wants $75 to go
the committee * as
towards food and refreshments for before
spokesman
for the World Affairs
their various activities and $75
would
'float'
until
future Association. He 'requested that the
designation. The motion was made committee augment the $19
and subsequently passed with no previously granted by $32.50 to
cover expenses for U.N. delegates
opposition.
to mock U. N. conferences. The
Next, Rick Malamut spoke on committee made a motion to grant
behalf of the Stage Band/con- the additional funds and passed it.
cerning the use of $200 they earned
Jackson concluded the meeting
Parent's Weekend. Malamut asked
by stressing the necessity of obAny student interested in
that the Band be allowed to use the
PASS/FAIL
Cave Discussion
taining organizational registry
German language and/ or culture
money in the manner they saw fit.
cards
from
each
student
November
26
at
5:00
p.m.
is
the
is invited to a planning meeting for
This would most probably include
There will be a discussion in the deadline for choosing a letter grade
organization. These cards will
forming a German club. We shall ,
making repairs on Band Cave on Thursday, November 20, for a course now on the Pass/ Fail
serve to expedite application for
be meeting Thursday, November
instruments, especially in cases
at 4:00 p.m., entitled "Survival of
funds. If organizations fail to return
option.
20, in the Cave at 7:00 p.m. For
where the instrument did not
the Open Curriculum." All are
them, the committee will cease
more information call Ann Hesse
belong to the school. Malamut's
welcome.
Domestic Legislative petition raised the question of an payment of their bills. At the time
(524-1671) or Paul Orlando (246-.
of Monday's meeting the following
7186). Bis Donnerstag!
Agency Account as opposed to a
CCAT
Internship
organizations had not returned
regular student account.
their cards: the Folk Society,
Fast for World Hunger
There will be a meeting of the
Applications for the 1981 Trinity
An Agency Account gives I.F.C., Free Spirit, La Voz Latina,
Remember to fast on Thursday, Committee for Change at Trinity
organizations direct access to their the Rugby Club, the Sailing Club,
at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, College Legislative Internship
November 20.
Program
are
still
being
received.
money because they deal with chief S.G.A. and Timbrel.
November 19, in the Committee
Students interested in this account Alan Sauer, an employee
Room. All are welcome.
Semi-Formal
Jackson also noted that October
of the school. The budget comprogram can pick up a fact sheet
was a month of .increased activity
Friday, Nov. 21,10 p.m. -1:00 a.m.,
mittee
has
no
jurisdiction
over
the
and
an
application
form
from
Mrs.
Financial Aid For
by individual organizations; The
Hamlin Hall, Admission: one nonaccount. A motion was carried
Willare in Room 322, McCook.
impending business for the.
Spring Semester
perishable food item or donation to
stating
the
Stage
Band
deposit
the
Candidates admitted into the
committee is the matter of whether
be given to the . poor for
New applications for financial 1981 Program will receive two- $200 in an Agency Account, The or not to fund Crew and the need
Thanksgiving. All invited!
aid for the Spring Semester are due course credits with grades for the committee urged, however, that to
evaluate
each
student
by December 12. Forms are legislative seminar and two-course the Band keep the committee up to organization to determine whether
available in the Financial Aid credits pass/fail for the internship date on their affairs.
The discussion of ageno'y consistently ra'tlief m a i r W f e w ,
Office and must be accompanied component. One course credit may
account prompted committee them to sit on their money without
by a copy of your parents' 1979 be applied to the Political Science
Any students planning to study
member Faraj Saghri to ask howtrying to enhance the community.
major.
at another institution for Spring income tax return.

Physics Seminar

1981 term should have completed
arrangements and received apY. Mnyukh of the Graduate proval from the Registrar.
Studies Program, New York
University, will give a Physics
Chemistry Lecture
Seminar on Tuesday, November
18, at 4:00 p.m. in room 203 of the "The Practical and Fundamental
McCook Math-Physics Building. Aspects of Hydrogen Storage in
The topic will be PHASE TRANSI- Solid Hydrides" is the topic of a
TIONS IN CRYSTALS.
free lecture by Professor T.B.
Flanagan of Department of
Philosophy Talk
Chemistry at the •• University of
A talk will be given by David Vermont to be delivered today at
Lachterman entitled "What is 'The 4:30 p.m. in Room 105 of the
Good' of Plato's Republic?" on Clement Chemistry Building. This
Friday, November 21, 1980 at lecture is particularly relevant to
Trinity College in the Alumni those interested in current research
Lounge at 4:30 p.m. The public is into possible situations to the
invited.
Energy Crisis. Preceding the
will be a coffee hour at 3:30
Wolien l i e Oeutsoh lecture
p.m. in the Chemistry Library.
Everyone is invited to ; attend.
Sprechen?

EROS is the Trinity College
organization for gay, lesbian and
questioning
students. Many
students at Trinity feel uncomfortable and out of place
because of their attractions and
desires. We talk about those
feelings over wine and cheese. We
hold weekly meetings where we
plan trips, parties, and dances. In
the past year, we held two dances
and met various members of the
Wesleyan and Storrs groups. We
met other college kids just like us.
Every correspondent's privacy is
protected; drop a line to us: EROS,
Box 1373. If you are gay and you're
at Trinity, you should join us.
Graduate students welcome also.
Contact EROS, (Box) 1373 or ext.
484, 485 for more information.

Academic Leave of
Absence

serving Steaks, Seafood, Spirits a n d Smiles
SEVEN DAYS WEEKLY

LAST
NATIONAL
BANK
:
A SOCIABLE
EATERY

When was the LAST time you BANKED with us? There've
been some CHANGES made!
For a SECURE and FAST delivery, you can count on us to
make your DEPOSITS enjoyable.
We vary the INTEREST with CHANGING specials daily.
A new BANKING sandwich snack, dessert and IMPORTED
[BEER] BANKING MENU.
EXTRA DIVIDEND - A bottle of wine, up to an eight dollar
value, with dinner for two or more.

752 MAIN STREET AT CENTRAL ROW, HARTFORD
DIAL: A HOLD-UP for Reservations

French cooking,American style.
Now appearing at: your local store.
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! Alumni Reunions Moved to Spring

Lips Leaves College
Since (more than) one-half of
Lips'
present job entails legal work,
. desires to relinquish his position by
the first of the year, there is already English stated that the ideal
an ongoing search to find a candidate for this position would
replacement. Advertisements are be a lawyer with two to three years
in several local newspapers and of practical experience, not
several resumes have already been someone directly out of law school.
received. A committee will meet in He added that "a woman or
the near future to review these member of a minority would be
most welcome in this position."
applications.
cont. from p. 1

Academic
Budgets
cont. from p. 1

that the Business Office needs a
better system that will enhance
availability of itemizations of
monthly expenditures.
At present, the Business Office
keeps a running tally of all transactions within each department,
De Rocco explains. These are
available to all department
chairmen for scrutiny. In the
ministrative computer, an elaborate system presently utilized
by the Admissions Office. When
this occurs, the monthly statements
will be fully-itemized for the
convenience of the chairman, DeRocco states. He finds these
statements very beneficial, for he
can keep track if "something
occurs that is not in" the prevailing
pattern" within a department, such
as if more money is being spent, on
a month-by-month basis. "I use the
red pencil" often, De Rocco states,
to keep the departments "moretightly managed" in the future.
Theatre Arts is one department
which experienced a budget
decrease this year. Professor
George Nichols, chairman of the
department, revealed that ten
percent of his budget request was
cut, leaving the budget at a lower
figure than that of last year.
Nichols admits, however, that since
that decrease in funds the
department has ,h been "treated
by the- administration.
j t f e . Some adjustments/'
e admits. Fortunately, Theatre
Arts generates supplemental
sources of revenues from the
staging of productions, and from
"special funds".
In response, DeRocco stated
that the Theatre Arts Department
had asked for more than the
recommended increase of seven
percent. Taking into consideration
the revenues received from patrons
and performances, "I made as
much of an improvement as I
could" in the budget, he continued.
A "very modest" deduction was
finally made, he concluded.
De Rocco feels that the system
for determining the budget at
Trinity is "a very, good one." For
ten years it has remained in the
black, he notes. "It is a fairly-open,
affective process which is candid
with the faculty members, keeping
them well-informed at faculty
meetings."

by JVu^an White
The alumri»' ..Aon program will
undergo a major alteration next
year, when class reunions will be
moved to the spring, away from
their current fall Homecoming
weekend schedule. Next year's
alumni reunions will be held June
4-7.
According to Jerry Hansen,
director of alumni and college
relations, there are several compelling reasons which prompted
the return of reunions to the spring,
when they were held prior to 1970.
Hansen stated that the currentlyemployed reunion schedule "jams
everything into one Saturday" and
that the day is centered around the
football game, having little in the
way of intellectual offerings.
The four day schedule will allow
for greater depth, breadth in
programs, and more diversity in the
reunion activities. Such planned
events as lectures and mini courses
will allow for much heavier faculty
involvement than the current two
day program, and alumni will also
be given more of an opportunity to
meet with administrators.
The spring schedule- will also
enable alumni to return to the

Frats Host Greek
Week for Charity
by Susan Leigh Sherrill

This past week, the InterFraternity Council hosted its first
"Greek Week" at Trinity College. At larger universities, Greek
Week traditionally involves some form of competition between
fraternities. The emphasis at Trinity, however, was on fund raising
for charity.
On Election Day, November 4, several fraternities participated in
the Bloodmobile. Brothers gave blood and also helped with the
organization of the program. The blood donated through the
Bloodmobile will be- kept in the name of Trinity College, so that
anyone connected with the school and needing a transfusion will
have access to it, free of charge.

this will be offset, however, by
employing a substantial number
of students to work in the program,
particularly the sons and daughters
of alumni in the returning reunion
classes.
The June '81 reunion program,
asserted Hansen, "will incorporate
the best offerings from the schools
whose reunion programs. I have
reviewed." Activities currently
planned include tours of the
campus and the Greater Hartford
area, lectures and mini courses,
classic movies, cartoons for
children, alumni golf and tennis
tournaments, sports camps for
children, panel discussions, informal class suppers, a sailing film,
a reunion track meet, and dancing.
Lectures and mini courses will deal
with such varied topics as the use
of computers in everyday life,
middle-age crisis, the use of
creative lighting, and the economic
situation in the Far East. Hansen
stated that the specific offerings
will be made definite within the
next two weeks.
Hansen expects to have a larger
turnout at the spring reunions than
for the fall program, and comments
that most of the alumni to whom he
has spoken were in favor of the
change. He added, however, that it
will probably take three years to
build a strong spring reunion
program. Although the four day
schedule will initially require more
funding than the current two day
program, Hansen is confident that
. the expanded reunion program will
pay its own way after it is
established, through increased
alumni donations and in providing
an opportunity for alumni children
to gain an interest in the school.

Trustee Smith Dies
Seymour Smith, Secretary of the Board of Trustees, died last
Monday at Hartford Hospital. Mr. Smith had been a charter trustee
of the College since 1964. He was 67.
Mr. Smith was employed by the Travelers Insurance Company
from 1934-1972. At his retirement he was Senior Vice President.
Mr. Smith a member of the class of 1934 was a former president
of the National Alumni Association and a member of Alpha Chi Ro.
He served on the executive, appointments and promotions, finance
and institutional planning committees of the Trustees. He was
chairman of the finance committee.
A memorial service was held on Friday in the Chapel. Donations
can be made in Mr. Smith's name to the College.

Wednesday, November 12, Psi Upsilon (PSI U) hosted a "Big
Brother Playday" for neighborhood children. A cook-out for those
involved in the day's activities followed.
On Thursday, Saint Anthony's Hall sponsored a mini-marathon
(3.2 miles). Out of eighty-five people who entered, sixty actually
ran. The House collected $100 to benefit UNICEF. Spokesman
Dutch Barhydt felt that the event was "very, very successful."
Wednesday evening, Alpha Delta Phi held a party to benefit the
American Cancer Society. The two-dollar charge at the door
included three swings with a sledgehammer-at a "junk car."

Gustausson Amendment
Passed by S.G.A.

Friday, Alpha Chi Rho began a twenty-four hour basketball
marathon, raising $350. Mo* fraternities and several dormitory
teams participated in the game. The Crow pledge team beat the
Crow brothers by one point.
Finally, on Saturday the IFC sponsored a well-attended dance in
the Washington Room. According to Psi U brother John O'Connell,
the IFC raised over $100, collectively, to donate to various
charitable causes

4

History instructor Jack Chatfleld leads a Cave discussion on
Reagan's presidency. The discussion was sponsored by the
Committee for Change at Trinity.

College with their children and to
be housed on campus in dormitories for a nominal fee. Said
Hansen, "The spring schedule will
allow the reunion to become more
of a family event, and many
activities will be planned for the
children." The College will continue to host the traditional
homecoming weekend in the fall,
giving alumni two opportunities to
return to the campus.
Prior to making the move back
to spring reunions, the alumni
office consulted alumni as to the
preferences regarding spring or fall
dates and also on the types of
activities they would like to see
incorporated into a reunion weekend. Based on their findings
the National Alumni Association
approved the move to the spring.
Hansen noted that Wesleyan,
Williams, and Amherst all have
spring reunions as well as strong
reunion-giving programs, which are
"basically nonexistant" at Trinity.
He hopes that such a program may
be initiated at Trinity to coincide
with the end of the fundraising
year. Hansen observed that the
spring reunion program could be
the basis for the formation of an
"Alumni College," a popular form
of continuing education which
would involve holding seminars,
mini courses, and lectures for
alumni over a week period. He is
optimistic that such an outgrowth
could materialize in three to four
years,
. Hansen points to the fact that the
College will not be in session
during reunions is a disadvantage
to the spring schedule, since
"alumni enjoy speaking to current
Trinity students." He hopes that

The Student Government Association (S.G.A.) convened, as
usual, on Tuesday night, November 11 in Mather Campus Dining
Hall. Old business attended to included the Gustausson Amendment and the distribution of course evaluation sheets. They also
discussed the possibility of creating more efficient systems for
student registration.
Other details of. the meeting included a Final vote to move the
S.G.A.'s weekly meetings to Hamlin Hall. They also elected Ted
' Hartsoe as a new member to the Steering Board.
The Gustausson Amendment states:The" president of the S.G.A.
has "the power to censure, by appropriate means, any member of
the S.G.A. who has failed to carry out the duties of his or her office
or failed to act in a reasonable manner by a simple majority of the
S.G.A. membership. This is not applicable to a veto by the
president."
The S.G.A. then debated the procedures outlined in carrying out
this amendment in the case that it is utilized. The representatives
voted to include the following stipulations: the censure of an S.G.A.
member would involve an off the record discussion after the student
in question has left the metting hall. Furthermore, these S.G.A.
conversations would be closed to all outside observers.
The new version of the Gustausson Amendment was passed with
25 in favor and 3 opposed.
Distribution of course evaluation sheets was the next concern
discussed. Mike Reiner felt that "throwing course evaluation sheets
upon people is presumptuous." Todd Knutson, on the other hand,
felt that these evaluations are necessary for freshmen.
An ad hoc committee was found to look into the advantages and
disadvantages of permission slips for course registration. Many
S.G.A. representatives noted that the present process is inefficient
and unfair.
John Leisenring pointed out that a new system could be devised
to make the race for classes "more equaffor freshmen." Knutson
chairs the committee consisting of Dale Sindel, John Lemonick, Lyn
Snodgrass, Chuck Guck, Thomas Hefferson, and Lisa Keane.
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Hillside Manor Dances with Trinity Students
by Margaret Henderson
Ten Trinity undergraduates
entertained at the Hillside Manor
Nursing Home on Friday evening,
November 7. Both the Trinity
performers and their audience
were cheered by the experience of
the hour-long song and dance
presentation.

Maura Mclnerney noticed the
Hillside Manor Nursing Home on
her way to tutoring at the
McDonough School. The Home,
two blocks from Trinity, stands
across the street from the school.
Mclnerney ventured inside one
day, and learned that the facility,
which has been operating since
March, 1976, houses 120 mentally

retarded patients and 60 ponvalescents. These residents, most
of whom are confined to
wheelchairs, range in age from 20
to 90. Ordinarily, they do not
receive many visitors.
Many of the patients thought
that the Trinity students were
visiting the Home to celebrate
Thanksgiving. The residents were
encouraged by the prospect of

'f t

:i

seeing the entertainers again this
Friday. During their second visit,
the group hopes to entertain a
larger audience. The performers
found that many of the residents
had already retired to bed by 7
p.m., when the program began.
Hopefully, the entertainers will also be able to visit the third floor
where patients are confined to
their beds.
Mclnerney, working witn the
Home's recreation
services,
planned a musical program
designed "to communicate and
develop relationships." During the
presentation, the entertainers
encouraged the audience of about
40 to clap and sing along.
Mclnerney described the entertainment as "campy." Realizing
that the audience was more interested in greeting the young
people than listening to the songs,
the performers tried to defuse into

the audience as much as possible.
In the meantime the guitarists
continued to play tunes. The group
found, that the residents liked to
dance, and to be touched and
hugged. The music lovers in the
audience requested older tunes for
future performances. The song
"Moon River" was suggested, said
Mclnerny.
Mclnerney regrets that in 1980
— a year of progression i n n e w
laws for the young — a youth
oriented society is alienated from
retarded adults. She stresses the
immediate satisfaction realized by
both the Trinity students and the
audience from planning anA
participating in such a program.
Mclnerney thinks that the performers learned how to communicate with the patients. She
believes that everyone "came out
on a high;" and she states, "the
more — the merrier."
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Tim and Edna Work Seven Happy Years at Timothy's
by Denise D'Agostlno

Can a former high school
teacher and his wife, a former
social worker, find happiness in a
little restaurant on Zion street? If.
Tim and Edna Otti are an indication, the answer is yes. Opening
Timothy's in 1973, the Otti's have
been happy and successful in their
small business venture.
Although they have never
previously owned a restaurant, the

Otti's did have experience working
with food. Prior to opening
Timothy's, Edna served as a cook
at a Wesleyan fraternity while Tim
completed his "degree at that
college. From that experience, the
desire to own a restaurant grew.
"Tim got sick of teaching so we
thought about it. We decided to go
ahead with the idea but thought
that Tim should go to cooking
school before we tried our luck, A
relative of his said 'just go ahead
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and do it' so we did."
Starting this venture meant
finding an affordable location; and
Zion Street fit the bill. Scraping
together money from relatives, the
Otti's bought Timothy's which was
already in existence. The
restaurant came complete with
waitress Gladys, who still works
there today, an institution in the
Timothy's tradition. The Otti's
though that they would let her go
once they were settled, but found
that they would never be settled
enough to do without Gladys.
Edna Otti is a parapeligic,
making it difficult for her to reach

things on high shelves. "Size and
height are my only problems. I do
most of the cooking — especially
the desserts and fancy dishes —
while Tim handles the short-order.
Basically, Gladys or Tim wash up
when they get the chance during
the day or I'll wash up the particular things when"I need them."
Her handicap does not impede her •
from moving around the kitchen at
breakneck speed preparing the
dishes for the evening meals.

recipe, although she was once
asked to submit one to a Hartford
newspaper ~ "to give the girls a
recipe" is how she described it. She
insists that she never gets sick of
cooking; there are always new
recipes to try. By now, the dishes
that were once fixed according to
the cookbooks have become
Edna's own recipes that are
especially adapted to her own
tastes as well as to the likes and
dislikes of the customer.

The Otti's day is a long one, Tim
comes in around 7:00 in the
morning and works the breakfast
crowd, While Edna arrives a little
later to prepare the "specials of the
day."
Edna has no "favorite"

The Otti's describe their
customers as "lovely," a clientele
that tends to frequent Timothy's on
a regular basis. In fact, the Otti's
know many of their customers
personally so that on a Friday, for
instance, they know in advance
who will be in the restaurant on
that day.

Congenial person needed to host
Sunday Brunches and perhaps a
few evenings. *4.007hr.
Call Last National Bank Restaurant
246-5387
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"Owning a restaurant is the type
of business that if you knew what
you were getting into, you'd never
do it," said Edna. The Otti's have
no regrets, though; in fact, they <Jo
not see themselves moving or changing businesses. Judging by the
appetizing smells that were
emitting from the oven, we were
sure glad of that.
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Student Liberalism Wanes in November 4 Elections
College Press Sevlce
The traditional college student
support for liberal politicians was
considerably weaker during the
Republican tiday wave that swept
the country Nov. 4, leading some to
believe that the student-liberal
coalition that has helped power
most national campaigns since
1960 may at last be dying.
A College Press Service survey
of key campus precincts where the
careers of embattled liberals were
in jeopardy indicates that while
students still favored the old
liberals, voter turnouts and enthusiasms were not as high as
during previous elections.
Nowhere was this more true than
at the University of South Dakota
at Vermillion. George McGovern,
the darling of student liberals
during the seventies, only narrowly
beat his callenger at two student
precincts at that campus. In one,
he edged Republican Congressman
James Abdnor by only 36 votes. In
1974, McGovern whiped his opponent by more than a 2-1 margin
in the same precinct.
In another, he beat Abdnor by 75
votes. Six years ago he won that
predominantly student area by 16b
votes.

Similarly, if the downfall of conservative have lost their
Steve Hockett from Mitchell,
Idaho's liberal Senator Frank meanings among students here,"
summed up the anti-McGovern
Church cannot be attributed to a says Betsy Brown, a philosophy
sentiment the best.
~
lack
of student backing, it seems major at Idaho. "I don't think
"George McGovern is an ultraliberal politician of the mold which clear that students at the University people really care."
has badly hurt our nation," Hockett of Idaho at Moscow are not par- One liberal congressman who did
survive the Democratic bloodbath
says. "It is a strong victory that we ticularly crushed by his defeat.
have finally removed him and his Like McGovern, Church still was Arizona Representative Morris
received a majority of student Udall. Yet he did not survive the
kind from office."
And while others said the votes, but many of those same opposition of some students at the
former presidential nominee still people did not work hard for him. University of Arizona at Tuscon
commanded their respect and The intangible effect of poorer who believe that he, like others,
admiration, they claimed his leftist student volunteer efforts for both has fallen out of step with reality.
"I basically don't believe Mo
policies had become obsolete. McGovern and Church cannot be
Drew Jacobs, a junior from easily determined, though student Udall is in tune with the rest of the
Vermillion, said he hopes the enthusiasm helped them win close country," says Kurt Cooper, a
freshman. "He's an old left-wing
McGovern defeat spells t h e contests in the past.
"I think the terms of liberal and liberal."
beginning of the end for liberalism.
"I'd like to think liberalism is
dead, or that it is at least dying,"
Jacobs says. "It is time overdue for
Hanovers to the present day. The
a change."
materials are drawn from Dr.
Those who did vote again for
Cooper's personal collection.
McGovern did not go out and
A reception will follow Professor
campaign vigorously for his reCooper's talk.
election.
Dr. George B. Cooper, Northam
"I supported McGovern, but it professor of history at Trinity
doesn't kill me that he won't be College, will be the speaker at the
returning to the Senate," says Bill next Watkinson Library/ Trinity
Lockhart, a senior from Sioux College Library Associates open
Falls. "A lot of people I know who house on Monday, November 24 at
like the senator didn't do much for 8:00 p.m. in the Watkinson Library.
him this year."
The title of his talk is "Hanover to
On Thursday, November 20, Mr.
Windsor: Some Sides to a
Thomas Dennis, a member of the
Collection." Admission is free and
American Communist Party who
the public is invited to attend.
was prosecuted under the Smith
Dr. Cooper is a specialist in Act during the early 1950's will
British history and an avid book appear at Trinity College to discuss
and manuscript collector. His talk, his experiences. Mr. Dennis is a
which will be illustrated by slides, veteran Communist who lived for
will coincide with the opening of an years in Michigan and was active in
exhibition in the Library's A- the United Auto Workers Union
udubon Room, displaying letters before moving to the New York
and memorabilia relating to the headquarters of the Party. He is
English royal family, from the presently the head of the

"I think conservatism is gaining
among college students," s a y s
Karen Jackson, a freshman at the
University of Arizona. "The liberal
students didn't care enough to get
involved in this campaign. It i
get worse next time."

Trinity Lectures-

Cooper Speaks at
Watkinson Library

Thomas Dennis
on Communism
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and Transoarencies
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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As many students at all three
campuses contend, the defeats of
Church and McGovern coupled
with Udall's struggle do not signal
an end to the liberal-student
coalition. But it is clear that there
have been a number of defections
which could have even more
serious implications in the future
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Nationalities Department and a
member of the Central Committee
and the Politburo.
Mr. Dennis' appearance has
been arranged partly for the
benefit of students in History 352
(America Since Pearl Harbor).
Members of the Trinity community, however, are cordially
invited. Mr. Dennis is staying
overnight on the campus, incidentally, and will be able to
participate in an extended question
and discussion period following Ms
lecture.
.
Co-sponsors of the lecture are
the Department of Political
Science, the Intercultural Studies
Program and the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks.
Mr. Dennis' lecture will begin at
7:30 in McCook Auditorium.

SAVINGS ON
EYEGLASSES.

PHOTOGRAPHY, INC
150 Huyshope Avenue, Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 246-7491
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The PEARLE Vision Center in West Hartford has
a special offer for you. Bring in this coupon at
time of order and get $10 off a complete pair of
prescription glasses. Choose from our entire
stock of fashion frames and lenses, including
Gloria Vanderbilt, Geoffrey Beerie and .
Christian Dior. Hurry, because offer expires
Dec. 31,1980. No other discounts apply.
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InterFrdternity Council Presents:
Greek Week

photo by R. Michael Hall

Activities featured during the InterFratemity Council's 1st Annual Greek Week,
included a party at Alpha Detta Phi to benefit the American Cancer Society (upper
left and lower right) where students were able to take their frustrations out on an
j-.-feOld^rra-mini-m^^athon forltU§»icef spo.n§oredfby St.;Antjiqn,y Hall^Cuppej- right), a
'•^B/gSrotHer piaydja^ run by,P|f.'Upsilon'{l&vve7 left), anda 24 hour basketball marathon sponsored by Alpha Chi Rho for Retarded Citizens (not pictured). At the end of
• t h e week Delta Kappa Epsilori ran a dance for charity. Over $1000 was raised
during the week.
- '
.
.
. ^.^
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Professor George
fav David Walker
Q: Some of your recent remarks in class and the
faculty meeting show a certain disdain for the student
body.
A: I think I am fulfilling an obligation of teaching to
point put what I think should by corrected. A lot of
people are distrubed because, at least they infer from
what 1 have said, they think that I think that the
standards have declined. I don't believe that for one
moment. The standards of admissions of this College
will hold their own against any in the country. I am sure
and we are second to none in the native intelligence of
our students. My criticism is largely not of the people
who are in the room at the moment, but commentary on
the state of secondary education which brings students
to the college form less formal education than they had
before.
Q: How has this evolved in your time?
A: It is difficult for me to make a quick comparison
between now and this ambiguous thing called "then"
because I am thinking when I talk about the past of
almost four decades. Within that period, there have
been so many changes in the size and type of student
that we have had, it is difficult to compare it. In the first
place, when I first came here, it was a very small
community, the faculty was only between 30 and 40, the
student body was under five hundred. It became very
small then, after December of 1941 when so many
students left for the war. It was a small college in the
old fashioned sense of the word small, in the way that
we used to refer to. colleges in the 500 range. The
students came from high schools and secondary schools
where there was a prescribed curriculum that hadn't
been changed for several decades; languages,history
of English literature, a lot of theme writing and history
courses and so forth. What began to happen in the 60's
was the transformation in the secondary schools that we
could not assume confidently that the students coming
to us in the 70's or now have the backgrounds. But we
have to fill in a lot of gaps in their backgrounds and I
thing that the curriculum here enables the students to
do that. But in doing so, it is quite possible that the
College will take a lot of the functions that properly
belong to the school. A lot of the work done here is
European History for example, would have been done
years ago as part of the college-bound programs in the
high schools and a lot of the independent schools.
The students attitudes toward their work, 1 don't
think have changed at all throughout the ages, there
are always a small core of students who are desperately
interested in their work and will study and will read
beyond the syllabus without regard to grades. There
are always a lot of students who only want to get grades
because they want to go on to law school or business school. There are always a lot of students who are
simply marking time; I am not criticizing them because
they often get marching later and a lot of our most
successful and intelligent students have been students
who have not had very distinguished careers here.
In the period of the late forties and early fifties there
was a change in attitudes because of the G.I. Bill of
Rights, an extraordinary opportunity on the part of the
people who could not have ordinarily couldn't have
gone to college to come to college at the government's
expense. This was, I think one of the single most
important social things that happened in this century.

Q: What about the percentage of students that still
come out of prep schools?
A: I honestly dont know the students who went to the
large high schools and those who went to the prep
schools. I can't tell the difference. It is possible that the
person who goes to the school that is small, whether it
is public or independent would get more attention, and
perhaps have more themes to write, more papers to
write and perhaps have smaller classes. I honestly
don't think that it is so much a difference between
public and independent as it is the size and quality of
the class and the quality of the teaching and this can be
just as good in the public instituions as in a prep school.
- Years ago, I suppose one could tell the difference in
other ways those who had been in the so-called prep
schools but our whole cultural scene has become so
homoginized that you can't tell the difference now. At
one time there was a certain pattern of speech and a
certain appearance, but you can't tell that now. It has
been homoginized because there is a certain
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"muchi more awareof thefew actrvhleT'th^rtiS^'were'H
do deplore the absence of certain activities which I I
think are often essential for a college. There should be a '
good debating society here because debate is declining \
in America, it is giving way to placards, and bumper ''
stickers and buzz words. I think that there ought to be
more argument, good natured argument, not quarrels' f
<>a very interesting British friend of mine yean ae' I
predicted that one day we would get to the point fa I:
America where we would have nothing but sYulUw, -i
politics and trivial religion because we don't atgueor i!.
discuss these
things enough. There is not enough '^
argument about them; there aren't enough students
discussion groups here. There's not a great deal of
collegial talk. There's not a good place where students
get together and talk about books or about politics, or |
something I remember this when I was an under- j
graduate and therefore I'm not talking about something j
that's imaginary.
i

-

Qs Describe your upcoming exhibit at the Watkinson j
Library.
'
j
As Well, that's a very fun sort of thing for me, a trivial '
thing. It has to do with the House of Hanover, from
Hanover to Windsor ana 1 have autographed letters and
books and pictures and memorabalia of all the kings of
England from George I to the present. Since it is in
the evening; and for the"mixed audience, I am going to
try to make it an entertainment rather than a profound
performance.
'
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anything that might be considered different or that
might be considered the worst of all wotds, which is not
a bad word at all - elitist. I personally "believe that there
is a place in this country, for a very superior kind of
education, a superior kind of scrutiny, and if yourlike,
an elitist approach to learning. God knows that the
country is big enough so that you can afford little oases
of high standards.
Qi Some have noted an apathy among students; To
what would you attribute the apathy on campus?
A: I have noticed an apathy toward the national
elections and I suppose that is an apathy that I can
understand because I feel it myself; I think it's a very
lackluster and a rather shallow contest, and maybe it's
a rather naive and inaccurate of the students if they put
too much faith in political parties and political leaders.
Maybe there is a healthy skepticism about parties, that
may be the reason, plus the fact that they seem to be
tweedledum and tweedledee so far as candidates are
concerned.

1

7 deplore the absence of certain activities which I think are ,
essential for a college. There should be a good debating society
here because debate is declining in America, it is giving way to
placards and bumper stickers and buzz words."
It's not fully appreciated because it opened up college
to hundreds of thousands of people who ordinarily
would not have gone. And since those men are now in
their fifties, they have in turn, tried to transmit that
"college" to their sons and daughters So that we
have a larger college population now sparked, to a large
degree by the G.I. Bill of Rights. Now, when you have
larger numbers of people, you have to expect that
standards will have to rearrange themselves, because
people want to get diplomas, they want to get degrees,
and without our intending it, I think that very subtly,
perhaps not too subtly, but very gradually we have
allowed things to take place that we ordinarily wouldn't
have. For example, we increasingly have students here
who have not had basic work in literature and history
and so that we have to do the job when they come here,
and it makes some people impatient. You are not
always sure that the allusions that you make in a class
are understood, because you are alluding often to
something that you assume the students knows about
and then you discover that he never learned it in school,
This is one of the problems of an older teacher, I
suppose. You assume that everyone had done Hamlet
and Macbeth and Caesar and you are a little concerned
when you mention something in a lecture and then get a
blank response. This is not a criticism of the students'
intelligence, it is simply a commentary on the new
content of new public education.

" T ^ purpose of a liberal educak is
capacity to keep themselves in Late
after they get | of

But about student activities, it seems to me there are
just as many people, I gather, going out for dramatics,
and singing in the various musical groups and taking
part in the Tripod and the radio station as there were
• before. I thing that if they are not as gung ho about it as
they were in the past, it may be due. to the fact that
there are so many other activities that one loses,
anyone can't keep track of the enthusiam, the pockets
of enthusiasm that may exist. And there is a lot of very
good work being done here. There are several literary
magazines, I think, and there's the women's center.
TKere's a lot of interest in sports, there is more
intramural game playing and so forth.
I think in a sense it is a degree of sophistocation that
we're not having the activities breathe down our necks
so much. People go off and quietly do their thing and I
am sure that it is just as legitimate as it was in the past.
There ate a lot of people doing internships; there are
people doing various kinds of voluntary work in the
community. I would hope, tht most people have some
interest outside the class to give a certain roundness to
their academic work. But I don't think that there has
been any decline in that respect. I think we wercr more
aware of it in the past. In the old days they used to have
a whole column in the Tripod called "Down Fraternity
Row" in which we all had to read what was going on in
the fraternities, and this was silly in a way because
most people who weren't in them didn't care. We were
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'God knows I know it's noisy huse
night and it's frightfully difficultvhen
at 10:00 and you go past
im a
if you're to**$*IQfe4NU
people into the streets by
out free beer, \ me
Qs It's been rumored that you have plans for a
sabbatical leave next year.
A: I will not be here next year. I am going to be
in England next year doing two things. I have had great
difficulty with my eyes for the last five years and there
has been a slight improvement. I have been unable to
do any serious close work. But there has been t
sufficient improvement so that I can get back to what I
began to work on five or six years ago. And Jam
definitely finishing up on a biography that I am working
on about one of the Queens ancestors.
Also, Lunn is the great alpinist writer who died about
six years ago. He's the father of British skiing and the
inventor of the slalom race,. His widow and his family
want me to do a popular life of him and I have already
done a lot of the reasearch; I have read his leTters and
papers and I want to spend the time in England
finishing that. This is not a scholarly thing, it's I hope, a
popular thing.
I fully intended to retire after this year, but I think 1
am going to delay it for maybe one year after that.
Qs Various feminist groups have called Ttwity a very
sexist institution, do you feel this is true?
As Any word that ends in i-s-t or i-s-m, I am AWVJ* ^ ,
critical of. I don't think that women are considered'
inferior here. From my experience, I find that ^
addition of women to the student body has add
considerably to the intellectual improvement ot
campus. Some of the best students here are among
female students. I don't think that girls are held bacK ^
their achievement. The young women have not be ^
stopped from getting honors at commencement,_ ntf
of them are women. But there certainly 1S
institutional opposition or barrier to women at Trim)
College. I think that the word sexist is a ™ ,
unfortunate word. No, I don't think there is a sexis
attitude here at all. The women on this campus shoul^
spend less time playing around with the ideologies*
mean the militant women, and more time taking part'11
the intellectual life of the college and therefore the)1
would find that there is no barrier. I think that this»J
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Years Along
is really to give people the
of sustained self-education
i of college."
"ThetoricalTmuchadoabout nothing, quite frankly and I
don't know why this issue of sexism is kept artificially
alive, when what they may be talking about is a general
overall social barrier that some women feel, to their
getting ahead.
Q: How has your concept of a Liberal Arts education
changed and what do you'see for the future?
A: My ideal concept of a liberal arts education hasn't
changed at all. It is exactly the same as it was when I
4ifetts' an undergraduate. I believe that the liberal arts is
5
made up of a lot of subjects that are absolutely useless
but are frightfully important and the importance of
them is realized after one has forgotten the content. AN
educated person should be free liberated, literally,
from certain types of ignorance, prejudice, and there
are a lot of people who feel that this can best be done by
taking courses in values. I think that it can best be done
by taking courses in history, and literature so that you
are taught a kind of skepticism about cheap idea. It's a
very gradual process. It requires that you take a lot of
things whose immediate- use is not apparent. The
student has to take a number of things that are a little
too much for him at the moment, and my complaint
about the contemporary curriculum in America is that
there are too many subjects that are geared to the
aptitude of the student and that's considered to be good
for some reason. I think you should always be forced to
do something more difficult than you are even capable
: of just as a person who is in sports who should be able
to beat his own record.

I have worked here in the
ihen you walk from the library
\in and Cook and it sounds as
iisco that's trying to get more
'f^^m&Hd^iu& • open and giving
incredible.''
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Q: What do you see of a liberal arts education for the
future?
A: I think that society has been so poorly informed by
educators as to what their purpose is, that they are
naturally saying now that the purpose of education is
almost entirely vocational. They are becoming very
impatient with anything that is not vocational, and I
think that this is the fault of the educators themselves,
because the educators have done everything they can to
satisfy people by giving them useful subjects. And now,
after giving them useful subjects, We have suddenly
found that these subjects are not useful, but they
are only about today and tomorrow. And if the entire
curriculum in the schools or elsewhere is based upon
what your needs are going to be today and tomorrow,
then you're not prepared for the day after. The purpose
of a liberal education is really to glve_ people the
capacity to keep themselves in a state of sustained
self-education after they get out of college.
Q: It has been noted by some that Trinity seriously lags
in the area of racial integration. What are your thoughts
on racial integration in general and specifically at
Trinity?
A: I am certainly in favor of. bringing in as many
i l ^ i , i n * s possible. I think that we
able people of whatever color or
Face, preference, religion, I don't care what it is. I
wouldn't care if everyone at this college were of the
same ethnic origin provided that they were all first rate.
Since I know that they all can't be first rate, I think that
we have to go and look in every group.We should have a
multi-cultural, so far as background in concerned,
college. I dont think we should go out self-consiously to
create it just for tne sake of public relations. But I think
that we should try to get here anybody who is able
without regard to gender or anything else. I think that
the important thing is to get able people without regard
to these "Quotas," I think are very dangerous. Quotas,
in the long run are terribly condescending and they are
a terrible blow sometimes to the minority that should
have more than what people say is a quota. We don't
know what's going to turn up in the way of ability. I
think the real test is a university of college is to admit

and wit left all campuses
96O's."

the first rate minds. And, the first rate minds can come
from any group. I know of individuals who are not first
rate, but I do not know of any racial or religious groups
that are not first rate or who are preordained to be
second rate. I would hope that the best integration is
the one that's the result of an intelligent search on
the part of the admissions people for the best people,
the best minds. And it's not something that should be
mandated. The best integration is the one that is
basically unenforcable; that is based upon taste and
upon the judgement of admissions and this could lead
to our not having to talk about minorities and
majorities, because we could have just people that are
first rate. There is something condescending about
quotas. It's a mathematical invasion of judgement, an
arithmetical invasion of judgement.

Q: Do you have any amusing classroom stories you
would care to relate?
As I have always considered myself more amusing than
my students. They've never made me laugh. I am just
being arrogant. There used to be a lot of real fun. I
think that the students had a better sense of humor at
one time, than they have now. There used to be a rule
here, not a real rule, but I made it a rule, that you had
to wear a tie in all history classes. All during the 1950's
and until the middle 1960's you could not go into
History 101 unless.you had a tie on. This was a rule that
we started ourselves. And indeed if they turned up with
out a tie, I often would have a stack of old ties that I
would have in the back of the room. A lot of the
students, they didn't object to it, but they'd try to get
around it. And I would announce at the beginning of the

"I think it would be rather naive and inaccurate of the
students if they put too much faith in political parties
and political leaders."
Q: So what would your response be to somebody who
believes that Trinity lags in the area of racial
integration?
As I would say that we do. And I understand why we do,
unfortunately it's due to financial reasons, scholarships. It's due to the fact that many people from
minority groups do not have the financial wherewithall
to enable them to come to college I would think that the
biggest task of college in the next several years would
be to try to encourage alumni and friends of the college
to give as much money as possible to scholarship funds
to lift the burden of increased tuition from people with
a limited economic background. I also think that we
should do all that we can to recruit but not with any idea
of a quota in mind. We should recruit the best minds or
the best prepared people from among any minority
groups. This is one of the areas where I think that the
college has extraordinarily good intentions. They
cannot be kicked under the rug by being made
sociological abstractions with the word 'ism" attached
to them.
Q: What actions do you advocate for the improvement
of student life at Trinity?
A: I dont advocate any program whatsoever. This may
come as a surprise, because I believe, and this .is a very
important thing to keep in mind, and I wish students
could see it. The best rules in this world are the rules
that are not enforceable. In other words, the best rules
in this world are the riiles that are your own rules, the
only thing that I talkefi about in the faculty meeting was
the noise, and God knows I know it's noisy because I
have worked here in the night and its frightfully

difficult when \ou walk from the library at 10:00 and
you go past Goodwin and Cook and it sounds as if '
you're in a very inexpensive disco that's trying to get
more people into the streets by leaving all the windows
open, and giVing our free beer. It's incredible. I
wouldn't advopate any rules but I would like the
administration,! whoever's in charge and the resident
advisors, and ijhe students themselves, which is the
most important thing, to decide that they were going to
respect the privacy of others. They are going to observe
one of the first canons of good mariners, they are going
to respect other people. Good manners are either good
manners or they're not. Students by and large have
good manners, but there are a lot of students who do
not. I would say that maybe a tenth of the students do
not know how to behave. It's about time that we
recognized tha^there are some students in this college
who don't have consideration for others. Simply have
the students told in the media. Let the Tripod write an
editorial about it. They're always interfering with the
what the faculty is doing and its about time that they
did something about themselves.

year that they would all have to wear ties, then the next
day, in the first row, this was when the college was ail
male, all the fellows in the front row would be in their
bare feet because I hadn't said anything about shoes.
Or, they would go down to some eclesiastical outfitters
and buy clerical collars which of course you can't wear a
tie with. They would all look like Episcopal or Roman
Priests. I used to think that that was rather good. That •
was really fun. The students were very sharp when it
came to witty retorts. I don't notice as much as I did in
the old days. Forexample, stunt night back in the fifties
used to be quite interesting. Some of them were highly'
skillful, highly amusing satires. I can remember one
fraternity, it was either A.D. or the Hall, they practiced
for several weeks and they all came dressed as
automotons, and they went through themost amusing
movements. The reason that I point this out is because
stunt night came to an end in the 70's because the
students began to become mean. They were making all
kinds of disparaging remarks about sex and about other
races and very rightly so, the President asked them to
knock it off and stunt night disappeared. I think that
there is a great difference between what people think is
fun now and what was fun then.

"There is something
condescending about quotas.
It's a mathematical invasion
of judgement."
I think that a/fot of good humor and wit leftsalf
campuses in the late 60's. People went around being
frightfully existential. It was the decade in which
everybody would give you a flower because they were
supposed to love everybody, but then they would punch
you in the puss. There is something very mean about
the so-called "love aff mankhd" attitude of the late
60's. They loved all mankind, but they hated all the
people (hat they came in contact with. I think that this
did a lot to humanize our students. I think that a lot of
the good nature and fun on the campus, became almost
politicized,
I don't thing that a lot of the students have a good
timejnow. They have a lot of noisy times. I_wonder if
they have the good fun that develops from mature
friendships. I don't know anymore, years ago I used to
know more students, which notably you do when you're
younger. But years ago I used to know the fraternities
very well and I used to think it was amusing, in a
civilized way - entertaining. I find that something
happened and the students lost their sense of humor.
For a while they became very serious. It's not only
Trinity, because everybody is only interested in the
present, their pleasure, it's very selfish I suppose, but
they are selfish that they think of themselves. They are
self-centered. They are not asked to give anything up. I
haven't learned anything, from students. What's
happened to me is that I've been reminded about a lot
of things by students. It would take a lot to teach me
anything about human nature.
Dr. George B. Cooper is
Secretary of the College and
Northam Professor of History. He
joined the Trinity faculty in 1941.
Dr. Cooper Is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Swarthanore College.
He received his Masters and PhD
from Yale University.
Dr. Cooper was in Naval Intellegence from 194346 and served
as Vice Consul at the American
Embassy in London. He served as
Chainnan of the History Department from 1964-74.
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The Preppy Seal of Approval

Editorial /j

By Carl Schiessl

Why Bother?
Many people spent a lot of time putting out the
Student Government Association Course Evaluation
Booklet. Unfortunately they probably shouldn't have
made1 the effort. Although the editors and contributors
undoubtedly approached their work sincerely and-with
good intentions, the quality of the product does not
justify their labor.
Students like to have course evaluations. They give
students who may not know much about a course or a
professor an "inside" look. Freshman, in particular,
rely on the course evaluation book to provide them with
information about courses. Evaluations lead students to
believe they can rely on the judgements printed
because they look official and seem carefully arranged.
The greatest flaw of the course evaluation book is
that the judgements in the book lack any kind of
statistical validity. The book is merely an arbitrary
editing of random comments.
' This year's book contains reviews of 131 courses. Only
26 of these reviews are based on response rates of 50
percent or more. Over 75 percent of the courses are
evaluated on the basis of comments from less than 50
percent of the people enrolled in the course. On this
basis we question how anybody can take the booklet
seriously.
The book's other major fault lies in its intellectual
shallowness. The commentaries are far too concerned
with whether a course is boring or a gut. Some of the
commentaries are too stupid for words. One commentary for a course with two responses said "the
course was recommended to majors only by 50 percent
of the respondents." Another course with only three
people^ responding said: "The non-majors tended to
' find this course extremely tedious and the professor
very apathetic towards them. On the other hand the
English majors not only found the course interesting
but described the professor as extremely energetic."
With only three people responding we wonder how the
writer can make, both major-and non-major- piuractt* v- •*•
The fault of the course evaluation book lies with the
lack of responses and the way in which these responses
are synsthsized into incredibly inane comments on the
courses.'
The evaluations are time-consuming, unscientific,
misleading, and expensive. Unless they are completly
overhauled they are a waste of valuable time and
money.

A Successful Week
The interFraternity Council is to be commended for
the recent "Greek Week" which raised over $1000 for
various charities.
,
The fraternities have taken a positive step toward
proving that they can do more than just throw parties. •
We hope this effort will not stop with just this one
week. The fraternities have a responsibility to
contribute to the intellectual and cultural life of the
campus. Some of the fraternities have done so in the
past, we hope they will continue and that others will
join in.
•
The success of this past week will, we hope, help to
make "Greek Week" an annual event. The !FC and the
individual fraternities put a lot^of time and effort into
making "Greek Week" a success. The time and effort
was well spent,

1

Tripod

But, as Ashley Martin "Skippy"
Haversham II once said, "Preppiness is more than just an appearance ... it's a way of life1"
There are certain traits that are
beyond appearance which make up
the true essence of a preppy. The
way one carries oneself, the topics
which one discusses, and the
company that one keeps are all
part of the preppy mystique (?). So,
although it will be more difficult
for the preppies to tell which of
their peers are genuinely preppy at
first glance, many of the imposters
will give themselves away through
their movement, their clique, and
the minute they open their mouths.

| Tripod Elections \

.

,

with. But so long as the preppies
keep laughing, the Preppy Seal of
Approval will remain intact.

During the past few years, it has
been mind-boggling the way in
which Americans have been
A third strategy employed to
persuaded, convinced, hyped, or
the reach of any student at Trinity.
obtain the Preppy Seal of Approval
coerced into lustful participation in
With the Preppy Seal of Approval, involves the assumption of the role
various fads, phenomena, and
one can feel comfortable and
of Preppy Attendant. This apgimmicks. Students at Trinity
confident among members of the
proach, which is usually adopted
College, though isolated numerous
most elitist cliques on campus.
by females, entails going to the
ways from the mainstream of
Some basic strategies which the preppy parties and standing around
American culture, have often been
novice preppy may follow to earn
looking ravishing as possible, A
seduced by the entrepreneurial
the Preppy Seal of Approval inperpetual smle and bright-colored
schemes of culturally-sensitive
clude the following techniques.
clothing ae key components of this
capitalists. Despite our comapproach. To put oneself at the
mitment to academic pursuits, we
One widely-used strategy is to
have not been immune to such
obtain a preppy benefactor. With constant disposal of the preppy
crazes and fads as pet rocks, the
an established preppy guiding your elites, one may someday Mio
Fonz and the fifties, green slime,
development, any Eliza Doolittle acceptance into the clique of one's
and
the
Dallas
Cowboy
can be trained to be a center of choice. One may even be asked to
Cheerleaders.
attention at any party. Many ex- eat at an upper echelon fraternal
At the present time, a more
perienced preppies consider it a organization. As a preppy atrecent fad has burst onto the pop
challenge to refine a common tendant, a novice will have the
culture scene which may lay claim
person to be accepted into the opportunity to learn first-hand the
to a portion of its heritage on small,
preppy ranks. Experts consider it intricate complexities involved in
private liberal arts collegs such as
graduate
work
in
social earning the P.S.A. without the
Trinity. A fascination with the
stratification. Imagine how exciting advantages of a benefactor. But
preppy style of life has grown in the
it could be to transform some through hard work, a preppy atUnited States, and the image of the
downtrodden loser into a real key tendant can someday earn elite
stereotypical prep school student is
prep on campus. Among the status.
on the verge of becoming as
numerous methods to obtain a
popular as the idealized character
preppy benefactors is through
Alternative approaches to
of the greaser of the 1950's.
blackmail, offering of sexual obtaining the Preppy Seal of
Through posters, books, and the
benefits, and outright bribery, Approval involve concentrating on
mass media, the preppies have
although most preppies would not a particular aspect of the prep
received a great deal of attention in
admit to selling out for mere cash. experience. Many aspiring preps
recent months. This obsession with
With a bit of imagination, one can adopt such images as that of the
the preppy image has culminated in
easily find a way to co-opt a preppy
the introduction of a "preppy" line into teaching you how to earn the outdoorsy prep, the pseudocontinental prep, and the
of clothing fashions in many major P.S.A,
bohemian prep. If one of the
department stores across the
previous three strategies does not
nation. The "commercialization of
appeal to a potential preppy, there
preppy" has become complete, for
Another proven strategy inis always a way for the imaginative
now any member of any social class
volves becoming a Preppy Court
student to earn the P.S.A.
can adopt this classic style pf dress.
Jester. This approach to earning
the P.SiA. is characterized by
For members of. Trinity's elite
excessive drinking, acting like a
Birthright is key, but it is possible
social corps, the expansion of this
buffoon, and occasional power to gain acceptance by merit. The
movement past the cast iron, fences
Preppy^Sealoi,.Approval is an
aiid.into the.Trinjty copunujsify has
. caused a great dilemma." With
,_,
- .. —
me Cfjrrtsd
serve to ingratiate a novice preppy
many students having begun, to
among the ranks of the established attitude. Desire is a key factor in
dress preppy, the social elites
socialites. If the elites are sure that the success of a P.S.A. progranisrcannot discriminate between the
you will consistently put the and only those with the greatest
true "blue bloods" and the comlampshade on your head at their desire will earn the right to join the
mon masqueraders.
parties, they will always include elite social corps. At this point, let
you on their guest list. Although me once again recall the words of
With every male student dressing usually an approach adopted by Skippy Haversham HI, who said,
in moccasin-type footwear (dock- males, females may also become "To have truly lived life to its
siders), argyle or no. SOCKS, ooxer preppy court jesters. The one fullest, one must prep. Coqje on
shorts and straight-legged, cuffed drawback to this technique is -that: Biff, let's go to the Hole and "
khakis, a striped belt with matching the preppy court jester must be beer pong and gator!"
Prep on, America!
watchband, Lacoste or Oxford prepared to be laughed at and not
button-down collar shirts, sweater,
and L.L. Bean down vest or tweed
overcoat; and every female
wearing similar footwear, -brightcolored preferably plaid skirts and
an indispensable Fair Isle or
cardigan sweater over a print
tuftleneck, then the true preppies
are not able to tell each other apart
from the non-preppies. Needless to
Editor
say, the entire social structure at
Steven A. Elmendotf
Trinity is threatened by this
Managing Editor
supposedly harmless cultural
Patricia J. Hooper
phenomenon.

1

Elections for next semester's Tripod Editorial Board
wiii be held on Sunday, November 23 at 4 p.m. in the
Tripod office in Jackson basement. Positions are open
to all Trinity students. Nominations must be submitted
in writing to box 565 before noon on Friday, November 21.
The following positions are to be elected: Editor,
Managing Editor, News Editor, Sports Editor, Hartford
Editor, Arts Editor, Photography Editor, Contributing
Editors (3), Copy Editors (3), Announcement Editor,
Business Manager and Advertising Manager.

closet preppy may obtain a Preppy
Seal of Approval. The P.S.A., an
honor which is attained by very few
unrefined students, is not beyond

But not to worry, all you
potential preppies, because there
are ways to successfully pass
yourself off as a preppy without
I being exposed as a fraud. With an
I open mind and a little practice, any

News Editor
Rachel Mann
Arts Editor
RobPdhen

Photography* Editor
R Muh.*elKall

Contributing Editors
Associate Photography
Margaret Hcnduson
Editor
Joe McAlcei
Kei \ n Grohs
Sharon Ann Simunt
Lynn Susman
Business Manager
' , David Walker
1
Luidd (raines ,
?' Megan White
Announcements Editor
Advertising Manager '
c
<Paniporn,Phunsunihon
Maik Bcelhgjiwei?
Contributing Cartoonist
j
Jeffrey Baker
The TRIPOD is published h> the students of Trinity College, and is
written "and edited entirely by the student staff. Ail materials are
edited and printed at the discretion of the editorial board; material
is warmly encouraged. Deadline for articles, letters to the editor and
other editorial page copy is 5 P.M., Saturday, preceding Tuesday's
TRIPOD;, deadline for advertisements is 12 P.M., Saturday. The
TRIPOD offices are loeate'd in Jackson Hall Basement. Office hours:
Saturday, 3^5 P.M., Sunday from 9 A.M. Telephone 246-1829 or
527-3151, ext. 252. Mailing address: Box 1310, Trinity College,
Hartford, Ct. 06106.
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Running in Place

What She Did For Love
course). She pictures herself like
Eighteen year old Miss World Ingrid Bergman in Saratoga Trunk,
from West Germany gave up her lounging on the satin couch in her
title exactly twenty-four hours after suite, drinking champagne, eating
she had won it. Her boyfriend peaches,». and dreaming of Gary
didn't like the idea. Not that I could Cooper. The idea of romance is
ever become Miss World even if I what drives women wild with
wanted to but if I had invested all desire; it is fantasy and not flesh we
that time into looking bathing suit are after.
Ah, yes, the moral of the story —
beautiful and smiling like a
Pepsodent cheerleader and giving love is nice and cozy and I know
the cute but somewhat intelligent that it can feel like forever
and unthreatening answer I don't sometimes but nothing is forever
think I'd have given it up all that and you're the one who's going to
appear in the mirror the next
fast.
What was Prince Charming morning. From the realistic
doing while his young beauty was viewpoint — if Mr. Right waited
climbing her way up the pageant this long to tell Miss World that he
scale? Or did he just want to see didn't want her to achieve her goal
how far she could go and then or whatever it was that bothered
assert the old male dominance? him, he might just wait another
Whatever the reason, the guy must ' week and tell her that he'd rather'
be spending his time with Erica
be into bursting balloons.
She says she did it for love but around the corner and give her the
that is a sorry line and I hope that breeze. Then what? -— title gone,
my female friends don't get sucked plans gone, romance broken,
I am not advocating the new
into regurgitating that phrase. True
enough, there is some kind of celibacy nor am I advocating total
female tendency that draws her selfishness but the long walk down
toward a man and that kind of the runway is taken by one person
wants to settle, that kind of wants and one person alone so keep a stiff
to live happily ever after and that upper lip and walk on your own
kind of believes in romance the two feet. No one else is going to do
way it used to be in the movies with it for your —- not even your
Gene Kelly swinging around boyfriend. Miss World for a day
lamposts or Fred Astaire walking may have been beautiful but she
down the avenue (in style, of sure was dumb.

How is Uncle Duke?
byT o n Beigkvfat
Say hostage, and immediately
every American who has been at
least semi-conscious over the past
year thinks of the same thing. The
term itself has undergone a
metamorphosis; in 1980, the word
"hostage" has come to represent
the vulnerability of diplomats
abroad, the growing impotency of
the United States in foreign affairs,
and the intolerable plight of over
50 Americans held prisoner inside
the United States embassy in Iran.
Throughout the entire ordeal our
nation has repeatedly been lifted
from the depths of despair by false
hopes, only to be cast down again
and again. There is, however, one
aspect of the hostage crisis which
has not received much attention,
and in light of the recent and
optimistic developments I feel that
it is time to change that.
The man that I speak ,of is not an
obscure or unknown character —
he is so fainouii that he made the
^{#imei:.I»lagaziiie. The
' question is .none other
than Zonker — the perfect tan- •
Harris' Uncle Duke. Duke, who
single handedly set off to free the
hostages almost a year ago, and has
not been heard from since,
deserves to be remembered. His
continuing and reasonably — uh,
almost-unselfish service to the
American people nearly spans a

United Wiay
of the Capital Atea

Thanks to you it works
. . . for all of us

decade. It's,hard to believe that it
all started when Duke was nothing
more than a "hopelessly twisted"
writer for the Rolling Stone: back
when LSD was new, and marijuana
was something you could go to jail
for. Eventually, Duke's outstanding
moral fiber and habits earned him
the position of Governor of
American Samoa. During his
administration Duke had many
triumphs, but without a doubt the
most valuable was the introduction
of Colorado Kool-Aide (commonly
called Coors) to the tiny Pacific
island. Unfortunately, due to the
whims of some man named
Trudeau, Uncle Duke was recalled
from his tropical paradise.
After a brief-but "memorableAmbassadorship to China, Duke
was returned to the role of average
citizen. Zonker's Uncle Duke was
allowed to fade into relative obscurity until that meddling Trudeau
sent him off to Iran. That was
almost a year ago. Since then
America has watched and waited.
. We have experienced the agony of
an aborted rescue.mission, and the
frustration felt by our President and a world that is powerless to
help. Now, over a year later, there
seems to be a good chance that the
diplomats held prisoner inside the
American embassy will be coming
home soon.
All we can do is hope. On the day
that the hostages come home,
America will have a new independence day to celebrate. Our
nation will have gone through and
survived a trying period, and we
should all try to learn from the
courage displayed by the hostages.
So hurry home Uncle Duke. You'll
love the party we've got planned.
The Coors is on its way from
Golden, Colorado, I've got a few
cases of Ballantine Ale in the
refrigerator, that Trudeau fella says
he'll bring the Wild Turkey ... and
Brenner even says he'll come ... if
you promise not to kill him.

A View of the Minority Problem
After the Tripod successfully
published the spread on the Black
situation, and the follow-up in last
week's edition, certain responses
have been generated that we find
very helpful. Basically, we are led
to the conclusion that it would be a
mistake to focus solely on the "race
issue" for while racism may be a
fact at Trinity and at many other
colleges, it is productive and
helpful to address the broader
contextual issues which permit the
racism, misunderstanding and
hostility to continue. We believe
that only when matters of broad
institutional policy and the current
climate of crisis on this campus are
discussed openly — as many have
been in recent issues of the Tripod
— can our problems be approached creatively.
We believe that an urban institution interested in maintaining
minority enrollment must do more
than spend its resources wisely on
admission
problems
and
scholarships. We think that our
concerns meets the heeds of all
students because many of us
believe that our faculty and
curriculum must speak to a range'
of issues1 not only related to the
experiences of Black people and
other ethnic groups in the United
States and abroad, but to newtrends, research, curriculum, race
and urban relations, and international interdependency that
stimulates intellectual interchange
and healthy community life to
prepare people to face the last
years of this century. Above all, we
want Trinity to be a center of
tolerance, healthy intellectual
dialogue, excellence and due
process. With this in mind we
would like to set out some concerns and recommendations.
(1) We believe that there should
be an increase in the number of
Black and minority faculty and
students on campus and urge that
students have representation on all
processes related to this issue. We
think an affirmative action goal
should be developed that
establishes reasonable targets in
both areas and that a special effort
be made to attract minority
students from the Hartford area.
We further believe that no minority
faculty member should lose a job at
Trinity without careful consideration
of
his/ her
qualifications and the needs of the
College as a whole. We recommend the establishment of an

Affirmative Action Committee to
monitor all hiring and termination
procedures and believe there must
be student representation on the
Committee.

.

• ••

(2) We believe that our interests
are well served when non-minority
faculty and students show interests
in minority affairs, intellectual and
social. We therefore'urge that the
Intercultural Studies Program be
strengthened and that, where
possible, departments develop new
courses on minority, Third World
and related themes'. We urge that
Trinity College develops a Third
World field program, offering all
students the opportunity to participate in the College-sponsored
program in Nigeria, Ghana, India,
Jamaica or some other Third
World nation.
(3) We urge , that the college
reverse its decision to reduce the
Education Department drastically,
thereby depriving use of relevant
courses and competent faculty.
The Education Dept. has been
deeply concerned with urban
affairs and it contains nationally
and internationally known scholars
of race relations, higher education
and educational policy, We believe
that the new Educational Studies
Program offers the much needed
humanistic
approach
to
educational study in a multi- and
cross cultural setting, and that it
should incorporate ad existing
members of the Eduction
Department. The preservation of
this faculty and their skills is one of
our major concerns, To remove
them from campus without a

proper consideration of their
credentials and broader campus
needs would be unacceptable to us.
This issue should not be settled by
law-suits and bitter faculty infighting. It should be resolved
through . enlightened
and
responsible
administrative
leadership. This will enhance the
reputation of Trinity- The current
process is inconsistent with a
tradition of excellence and civity.
(4) We urge official minority and
student representation on the
Board of Trustees,
It is with the above recommendations that we criticize recent
comments attributed to Thomas
Lipps and Vice President Smith.
The former's statement that Trinity
has.difficulty in attracting capable
minority vis-a-vis the decision to
fire Prof. Moseby proves the insincerity of the administration. The
Vice President's statement that the
White administration will not
generate pressure for the Black
students and that the administration will tend to serve the
majority certainly conflicts with
Dean Wagget's belief that there has
been a firm committment on the
part of the administration in this
direction.
These inconsistencies reemphasizes our point for the need
to develop a firm policy. We call on
the SGA to support us in our
demand for a positive change.
Thank you,
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks

Course Selections
To the Editor,
la recent weeks many students
have expressed concern over the
present permission slip system of
course
selection.
This
dissatisfaction can be found among
upperclassmen wishing to take 300400 level courses in departments
other than that of their major, to
freshman ignorant of the haste
needed in order to get desired
courses. In response to these
concerns, the Student Government
Association has taken the initiative
to begin looking into an alternative
system.
An ad hoc committee was
formed last week to lead the investigations. Letters will shortly be

sent to faculty members as well as
transfer and exchange students
asking them to describe the
systems used at any other college
or university they haVe recently
been, associated with. We will also
be talking to the Registrars at one
or more colleges which presently
use a computerized system. Our
aim is to be able to make a
recommendation which will be
feasible for Trinity College to
implement, and which will be
attractive to both the faculty and
the student body.
Sincerely,
Todd Knutson
Chairman, ad hoc Committee
on Course Selections
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Letters to the Editor
IFC Thanks
To the Editor:
Greek week is over. The blood
has been collected, the cancer car
has been smashed, and the Big
Brother and Big Sisters have taken
their young friends home. Home as
well are the marathoners who
plowed their way through the
grueling 3,5 mile course, the
basketball fanatics who played
hoop all Friday night, and the 500
socialites who danced and drank to
Griffin in the Washington Room.
The Intrafraternity Council
(IFC) wishes to thank all the
sgeopie who participated and
"assisted in the various events.
Greek Week would not have been
possible without the tremendous
support that was exhibited by the
entire Trinity community ^faculty,
students, and friends made
Trinity's first Greek Week a
success/Approximately $1,000 was
collected for various charities as
well as over 150 pints of blood for

Noise in the Library

the American Red Cross.
To evaluate success however, we
should not merely focus on the
numbers of dollars nor the pints of
blood collected. Greek Week was a
success because members of the
Trinity community got involved
with each other. New friendships
were established and old ones
rekindled as the too often cold and
sometimes self-centered
individuals relaxed their callous
attitudes and participated with
others in a worthy endeavor.
The IFC congratulates and
«thanks all the participants. We
hope you all had fun and are not
too worn out from all the events.
We also hope that Greek Week will
become an annual event at Trinity;
with your help it will.
Again, Thanks!
Tom Chase
IFC President

Communist Speaker
To the Editor:
We understand that Mr. Thomas
Dennis, a high official of the
American Communist Party, will
be appearing on campus this week.
Mr. Dennis is one of the many
witnesses to a period of political
repression which included the
Smith Act, the House UnAmerican
Activities Committee, and —
worst of all — McCarthyism. It is
well that people who did not live
through those times should know
what happened.
We therefore welcome Mr.
Dennis and support his right to
speak on campus. At the same
time, we wish to point out that he
comes in a dual capacity: both as a
witness and as a spokesman for the
Communist Party, It is this second
role that we address.
Item: The Communist Party
enthusiastically supported the
prosecution underthe Smith Act of
rival left-wing organizations (e.g.,
the Minneapolis Teamsters).
Item: The Communist Party
voluntarily turned in its membership lists and those of fellowtravelling groups to the F.B.I.

Item: The Communist Party
discouraged and actively squelched
efforts by Black Civil Rights
leaders to fight for racial justice in
the armed forces and defense plants
during World War II. •
These,and other repressive
actions, are part of the historical
TecOTd. We believe they occurred
for a simple reason: that the
Communist Party is not dedicated
to the principles of justice,
equality, brotherhood, or peace.
Rather, the Communist Party is an
agent of the Soviet Union, carrying
out the foreign-policy objectives of
that nation with single-minded
dedication and — happily —
singular ineptitude. We hope some
of Mr. Dennis' listeners will see fit
to question him on these and
related matters,
Sincerely, • •

Robert A. Battis
Francis J.Egan
Norman Miller
Thomas A. Reilly

OhVdl..."

Dear Editor,
Despite repeated mention of the
subject of noise in the library in
hopes that each Trinity student
would take more care to respect all
others' scholarship (Isn't it sad that
I find it appropriate to use a word
with a root other than "stud-" to
mean "studying"?) I think a recent
experience of mine is worth a letter
to you.
I was trying to study in the northern section of the second floor
addition the other night, but I kept
being interrupted by conversation
and laughter at a nearly normal
volume level. It's generally my
opinion that this problem would
decrease considerably if people had
the courage to shush their neighbors, but it is an uncomfortable and
embarrassing thing to ask a group
of several people, especially if you
know any of them, to be quiet (they
being several and you one)."
Nonetheless, I asked three or
four groups of people to whisper if
they had to speak. I got generally
polite responses and cooperation

from all but one group, who were
separated from me by the stacks,
but close; the others were all within
my sight. All went well for a few
minutes, except for an occasional
forgetful but then regretful conversationalist who could be ignored
sans de probleme.
Eventually, however, there were
several new arrivals who hadn't
heard my request, and all at once a
table with more people than chairs
erupted into nearly uncontrolled
laughter. One of another small
group, which I had also asked to be
quiet, then said loudly and sarcastically: "Hey, be quiet! Can't
you see he's studying!? The fact
that this implies a supercedence of
. socializing over studying in the
library is incredible! Nonetheless,
the laughter receded to a putatively
acceptable level — if you consider
the rights of a group of seven or
nine people to socialize together
(try holding a quiet conversation
with that number of people!).
After a few more minutes of

attempted concentration, I decided
to leave; it would have been just
too embarrassing to have to act
maturely to so many people my
own age. On the way, one of the
women I knew said, and she was
being sincere, one person to
another, "I'm sorry, Wat." The
irony of it is that in my embarrassment, I said "It's okay;" I dp
want her to continue to think well
of me. But to condone her actions
and not those of the rest of the
group she was with feels like a sort
of attitudinal schizophrenia; it's
uncomfortable.
The point of this whole letter is
that people socialize in groups and,
in general, study alone. Unless
everyone in a group is conscientiously aware as an individual
of the studiers, their wrongful
tendency to be noisy in the library
will rule. And that ... sucks.
Sincerely,
Wat Stearns

Concern About Intern Changes
To The Editor:
I am writing to express my
concern about the impending
changes in the Internship Office. I
have been working as the assistant
in the Internship Office for the past
year and a half, during which time I
worked, closely with Keats Jarmon,
the Internship Coordinator. Ms.
Jarmon will be leaving Trinity in a
matter of weeks. This raises
questions as to the fate of this vital
office. I am particularly concerned
that the Internship Office remain a
viable program.
Through the Mternship Program
students are able to work at an
agency or organization in the City
of Hartford • as an independent
study in exchange for academic
credit. The Internship Coordinator
assists students in selecting
placements to suit their interests. I
feel that this has been done in a
sincere and committed manner. I
hope that the new coordinator will
be able to continue to make this
office an effective one in much the
same way.
Several students take advantage
of internships as a means of

broadening their academic perspectives be it for career pursuits
or simply as investigation of many
interests. However, unfortunately
the internship program is not
utilized to its fullest. This may be
due to failure on the part of the
Trinity community to recognize
their committment to the Hartford
community, and acknowledge their
role in it. At any rate, I feel that we
as Trinity students, faculty and
administrators must not lose sight
of how we may serve the community as active participants, and
not merely recipients of its
resources.
I would hope that a realization of
this responsibility would protect
the Internship Office from being
regarded as anything but an integral part of Trinity's op-

portunities. The prospect of it
being lost or re-channeled as have
other non-traditional programs is
one that should be resisted. The
program is an example of the many
alternatives that should be emphasized in the liberal arts college.
No academio^\instijtotipn exists
independent of'We tiK&Pwftjhfcgtxe,.
and work to support its endeavors. ~
I am pleased to say that I have
the support of the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks and individual students
and faculty in this concern. I am
therefore
requesting
the
cooperation and support of student
organizations, faculty members
and administrators for* the
autonomy of the Internship Office.
Sincerely,
Linda Rich,'82

Kudos for Security
To the Trinity Community,
The purpose of this article is
twofold and both matters relate to
security at Trinity and to members
of the Security force. Firstly I
would like to commend Security
for a much improved night patrol
of the entire campus. Since the
assaults and robberies of late
September, I believe there has
been only one case of 'verbal'
assault, upon a Trinity student.
When the attacks first occurred
Security was placed under great
scrutiny and as a result the person(s)
in charge have decided to loosen the
controls on the security budget.
This has meant an increase in
patrol cars and Security officers on
duty after dark. One of the reasons
I was stirred to write this article
was because I felt that they should
be given credit when it is due not
only criticized when that may be
necessary.
Secondly, I have gone out to my
car about 15-20 times in the past
few weeks at night, and every
single time except one, a security
car has passed by while I was going
from my room to the car. I have
also seen patrol cars driving around
the dark grass areas behind our
cars on Summit Street looking for
any mischievous activity. I would
like to thank them for a job well
done. •

My second issue in this article is
directed at those members of the
Trinity Community responsible for
passing information on to the local
newspapers regarding crime and
arrests at Trinity.
For the safety of Security members who have been involved in the
arrests it is often better to use a little i
discretion and avoid mention of
their names. It is not uncommon
for an apprehended criminal to
make, retaliatory threats to the
arresting officer. Placing that officers' name in local newspapers and
newsletters only aids the criminal in
finding the officer or his home, and
this is-easy considering that most
Trinity Security officers are local
people.
Threats are most often idle but
that does not mean that they never
occur. I feel it is pertinent that the
Security members are given some
protection in return for the protection they are giving to us, (Note:
This is directed at those persons
responsible • for reporting their
names to the papers, and I am not
necessarily referring to students.)
Sincerely yours,
Bruce Berg
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CHOREOGRAPHER'S ANNUAL CONCERT
HARTFORD, Conn, - The ancbnnecticut Choreographer's
performance will be held at
Trinity College on Thursday, November 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center. The concert will feature
choreographers and dancers who
reside in the state of Connecticut,
The artists were selected from open
auditions held at Trinity during
October. .General admission is
$3.00; $1.50 for students.
The evening of modern dance
will include works choreographed
and performed by the Connecticut
Jazz Dance Company of Hartford,
the Hartford Conservatory Modern
Dance ENsemble, Cheryl Darby of
Hartford, Mona Daleo of Middletown, Jim Martin of Middle town,
Sara Ingram of Waterford, as well
as a piece choreographed by Kathy
Borteck Gersten and danced by
Cory Selwyn-Kern, both of
Hartford.

The Connecticut Jazz Company
will perform
"Family
and
Friends." The company has performed since June, 1978, under the
direction of Karin Whitley, of
Torrington, who is also the principal dancer and choreographer.
Their repertoire consists of jazz ari3
modern choreography, and they
have performed throughout the
greater Hartford area, including
the Bushnell Memorial Hall, the
Hartford Arts Festival, the Hartford Insuance Group, and the
Roberts Theatre in West Hartford.
Ms. Whitley, a graduate of the
Hartford Ballet's Teacher Training
Program, is a member of the
faculty at the Hartford Conservatory, the Hartford Ballet School,
and the Trinity College Dance
Workshops. She has studied with
Luigi and Ronnie DeMarco.
The Hartford Conservatory
Modern Dance Ensemble will perform "Phantasia." There are six
members of the company. Their

chief choreographer is Truda
Kaschman, who has been at the
Conservatory since 1935.
Cheryl Darby will perform "Symbiosis. '' She is a 1977 graduate of
the Boston Conservatory of Music,
with a B.F.A. in dance. She has
danced with the Connecticut Dance
Theatre, and the Raymond Johnson
Dance Company of New York. Ms.
Darby's teaching experience includes the YWCA of Hartford, the
Hartford Conservatory, the Quirk
Middle and Fox Middle Schools,
the Boston Center for the Arts, and
the Artists' Collective. She has
choreographed and performed
works for many live music ensembles.
Mona Daleo will perform "Cloud
Castles." A Trinity College graduate, she is currently a member Of
the dance faculty at Wesleyan
University: Ms. Daleo is a certified
Laban Movement analyst and has
studied at the Graham Studio, the
Cunningham Studio School of

American Ballet, and with Roz taught at Conncticut College, the
Newman and Mel Wong. She has Hartford Ballet and with the Dance
taught at Trinity, Middlesex Com- Exchange.
munity College, and the West
Cory Selwyn-Kern, who will
Hartford YWCA.
perform Ms. Gersten's piece,
Jim Martin's piece will be "Robeft Johnson." Martin holds a dances with the Dance Exchange in
B.F.A. in dance from the Califonia Hartford.
Institute of the Arts. He has taught
Sara lmgram will perform
ballet at Wesleyan University for
"Home
Plate." She teaches dance
four years and has danced with the
Connecticut Ballet Company for a and movement at the O'Neill
year and a half. He has studied Theatre Center and the Trinity
with Mia Slavenska, Rgnald Mc- Repertory Theatre in Providence.
Hale and Maggie Black, among She is a graduate of the University
of Connecticut and has studied at
others.
the American Dance .Festivals, the
Kathy Borteck Gersten's niece is
entitled "Circles and Rhymes." National Theatre of the Dance and
has worked with Daniel Nagrin.
Gersten earned a degree in dance
She was awarded a grant for work
from George Washington Uniin deaf and dance education by the
versity and has performed with the
Connecticut Commission on the
Dance Alliance Company and the
Arts in 1976. Ms. Ingram perDance Construction Company, in
formed at the Connecticut ChoreWashington, D.C.; the Fusion
ographers concert for the past
Dance Company in Miami; and the
three years.
Atlantic Foundation for the PerFor reservations, call 527-8062.
forming Arts. Recently, she has

Chamber Music Plus
by Lynn Susman
While witches, pumpkins and
princesses graced the streets on
Halloween eve, reminders of this
holiday lingered through Sunday,
November 2, when Chamber Music
Plus offered its own fantasmagoria
in the Old State House.
f^ftJUsjtSwi.-second, concert of' its
inaug"u*Iil,;S(6Hes, tfie Clark-Schuldmann Duo, artistic directors of
Chamber Music Phis, were joined
by radio host of Morning Pro
Musica, Robert J. Lurtsema. The

Various colors of the rainbow were
splattered onto the stately white
walls as the exuberant duo
breathed life into the pieces. It was
in the Schumann that the couple
demonstrated their intimate musical rapport - matching each other
in intensity, tone, and phrasing.
""Even the frentic opening of the
third piece was offered in a similar
manner.

One of the most enticing elements of the Chamber Music Plus
series is its stimulating programmulti-faceted Robert F., who con- ming. Clark feels that in most
fessed, "My life has been a series concerts today a fraction of the
of experiments," has held a variety great masterpieces are being perof jobs including lumberjack, ad- formed. The duo feels that in
vertising executive, actor, director, Chamber music especially, there is
carpenter, and sculptor. His low, a wealth of great literature to be
soothing voice lent richness to the uncovered; a taste of delicacy was
works for narrator and piano in the offered in their Sunday concert.
concert. The program,, which in-1
The program continued with The
eluded works by Schumann, Liszt, Story of Barbar for narrator and
Debussy and Poulenc presented piano by Pou-lenc. Robert J. transmusical tales and fantasies par- formed the hall into storyland with
ticularly apropos for the bewitching his captivating voice, as he narseason.
rated the tale. Mr. Lurtsema's
Playing to the packed room, 'Ms. . humorous translations combined
Schuldmann, pianist,' and Mr. \ with Ms. Schuldmann's pianistic
Clark, cellist, opened the concert evocations of rolling waves and
suitably enough with Schumann's, elephant thuds, prompted squeals
Fantasy Pieces for Cello and Piano. of delight from the audience. The

score presented the only flaw here,
as the start and stop nature of
narration and music tended to drag
out the work and make it less
cohesive.
Debussy's Sonata for Cello and
Piano, began the second half of the
program. While not titled fantasy,
r the impressionist quality, changing
mood, and extreme use of register
of Debussy's music contributed to
the myslical aura.
Heavy billing concluded the afternoon: Liszt's Leonore, Melodrama for narrator and piano. Mr.
Lurtsema's translation which preserved the rhythm of the original
text by Burger, and Robert J.'s
spine-tingling delivery kept the
listener absolutely spell-bound.
The tension mounted to a feverish
pitch as Leonore was led by her
lover to the nuptial bed - only then
was the chilling truth revealed.
The music-making of the ClarkSchuldmann Duo transcended this
world. On Sunday it offered glimpses of the story, fantasy, and
dramatic worlds. This flexibility
along with fine talents like Robert
J. Lurtsema and their innovative
programming, makes Chamber
Music Plus a series you won't want
to miss.

WRTC PROGRAM GUIDE
Monday-Friday
6AM-9PM MORNING JAZZ
9PM-12N
9PM-12N MORNING ROCK
12N-3PM AFTERNOON CLASSICS
3PM-6PM AFTERNOON JAZZ
6PM-7PM QUE PASA (Spanish)
7PM-10PM ALIEN ROCK
10PM-6AM THOUGHT POWER
Saturday
8AM-12N AMPLITUDE
12N-3PM POLKA PARTY (Polish)
3PM-7PM PAUL B OLDIE SHOW
7PM-10PM ALIEN ROCK
10PM-8AM THOUGHT POWER
Sunday
8AM-12N AMPLITUDE (portuguese)
12N-3PM ITALIAN
3PM-7PM CLASSICAL
7PM-10PM ALIEN ROCK (Nu Wave, X-sperimentaJ rock & Jazz)
10PM-8AM THOUGHT POWER (Souj, reggae, jazz)

Jazz and Rock LP.'s Reviewed
AFTENLAND
by Glenn Sherman
ECM has recently released a pair
of albums of an eclecticly religious
nature.

which Garbarek possesses enables
him to play sounds ranging from a
lush, overblown voice to a thin,
reedy squeal without sacrificing
musicality. That andhis sensitive
melodic style of improvisation are
part of the success of this arrestingly beautiful album.

The first of these, entitled Aftenland, was recorded in a Stockholm
cathedral in 1979, and is a collaboration between saxaphonist Jan
Gerbarek and organist Kjell Johnsen. In this album Garbarek
weaves haunting passages, as stark
and stunning as the fjords and
restless sea of his native Norway,
around and above the swelling
accompahiament of the pipe organ
with the sheer power of his horn
enhanced by the resonance of the
cathedral in which this recording
was made. The expressive gift

Another contribution comes from
Kjell Johnsen, in his ECM debut.
Johnsen takes full advantage of the
variey of stops in the pipe organ
and the reverberation of his setting
to create the perfect accompaniament to Garbarek, while at the
same time giving a performance
worthy" of the "King of Instruments" -- music that is sometimes
disturbing, but always uplifting.
There is the playful juxtaposition of
the "earthly" wood flute and
"etherial" organ in Spill, and the
solemn, processional quality of the

Part I

title track, as well as the mystical
quality of Enigma and others. The
music itself cannot be properly
catagorized as Jazz; it is free-form
and highly expressive, but structured according to classical rules.
In fact, this album is "church"
music, not with the traditional
plagal cadences, but with an indescribable metaphysical quality and a
personal expression of "otherworidness."
The final contribution comes
from Manfred Eicher, who has
been picked in Down Beat's critics
poll as the Jazz Producer of the
Year an unprecedented third year
in a row. As do all of his
recordings, this album radiates
with warmth and richness of unsurpassed quality. Aftenland will
make a handsome addition to the
"thinking
person's"
jazz,
collection.

POLYROCK
by E. Stoat
The past month has seen several
excellent albums arriving from the
major record companies; Scary
Monsters from David Bowie, Remain in Light from the Talking
.Heads, and Polyrock (an ancient
Indian phrase meaning many
rocks) from a group of the same
name. What makes this lp so
special, you ask? The main reason
is Phillip Glass who co-produced it
and added his unique touch on the
keyboards. He is known throughout
Europe and the U.S. for his use of
electronics and voice in creating his
own repetitive brand of avantegarde-classical-strange music.
Polyrock is his first attempt at

working within a 'rock' framework.
On the.Ip you'll hear rhythmic
keyboards and guitars set to a
mechanical but danceable beat.
Investigate this alternative to some
of our current music maladies such
as Heavy Metal Madness, the
Dreary Dead Doors Syndrome, and
the Disco Drone Delirium. Unfortunately commercial radio
stations won't touch this record
unless the trend mongers give the
O.K.
However, there is a way you
can sample the music '• of Polyrock for free. Just tune in and
perhaps give a cal] to WRTC. Most
likely you'll hear it during morning
rock from 9 to 12; Monday thru
Friday, or during Alien Rock,
which accosts the airwaves every
night between 7 and 10 pm.
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Sports Excitement For The Price Of A Movie
by Steve Pekock and tarry Torres
It's a little like soccer and slightly
comparable to hockey — but
mostly it contains nothing ever
seen before. Indoor soccer is a
relatively new and exciting fusion
of those two popular sports with a
twist all its own. Because of the
faster pace, it may well overtake
soccer in the spectator popularity
in the itext couple of years.
The Hartford Hellions won their
first indoor game of the season by
beating the Baltimore Blast 4-3 in
overtime. The Hellions, one of the
two professional teams based in the
city, were surprisingly strong,
evening their overall record to one
win, one loss.
The big shock was not that the
Hellions won after coming back
from a record of 6-26 last season,
but rather that the score was so
low. The average indoor soccer
game totals fifteen goals, which
adds considerably more excitement.
The Major Indoor Soccer
League (MISL) is relatively young.
Its first season started in 1978. In
1979, a few. new teams were introduced to the league, one of
which was the Hartford Hellions.
The sport is increasingly gaining in
popularity. Last year, over a
million people experienced indoor
soccer, being drawn by the ten
teams who played. This year, two
new franchises were added,
bringing the MISL total to twelve,
with two more teams expected to
join next year.
Last season, the Hellions were at
the bottom of the MISL. The
running joke last year was if a
player was not playing up to his
ability, he would be traded to
Hartford. The Hellions' major
difficulty was the aquisition of
personnel. Because of the newness
of the team the Hellions were never
loaned players from the North
American Soccer League (NASL)
teams of Houston and San Diego.
This caused major
morale
problems among the players.
This season, only three of the
1979 Hellions are back — Keith
Tozer, Tom Mulroy and Art
Napolitano. The rest of the team
was contracted from the NASL as
well as the American Soccer
League (ASL). Two players have
recently been picked up after
defecting from their Eastern bloc
nations.
The Hellions opened up their
season November 11 against the
Cleveland Force, losing 5-4, also in
overtime. Last Friday, the Hellions
came up against the Baltimore

Blast, who had crushed Hartford 93 and 7-3 during preseason action.
Baltimore was picked to be a major
contender as a result of its undefeated record in the preliminary
games.
Hartford edged the Blast 1:30
into overtime on an unassisted goal
by Dave MacKenzie from, about 30
feet out. Hartford opened the
scoring minutes into " the first
quarter when Bill McNichoI took a
pass from MacKenzie and booted it
in past Blast goalie Sepp
Gatenhammer. Baltimore's Doug
Wark tied the score four minutes '
-later by kicking the ball past
Hartford's goalkeeper Joachim
Szczepanek. Sczcepanek was later
replaced
by
Richard
But
(pronounced BOOT).
The second half saw a flurry of
scoring, with both teams tallying
twice, which pushed the game into
overtime, setting the stage for
MacKenzie's shorthanded goal.
Although the game was low on
scoring, it was not devoid of action.
Keith Tozer f#22] is one of only three returning players on the Hellion team this year.
Eighty-eight shots on goal were
recorded with fairly uninterrupted
photo by Steve Pekock
play. The ball caroming off the
boards made for very exciting play.
After the game, Baltimore Blast
team captain, Bryan Harmah, was
asked his opinion of the Hellions'
performance as well as indoor
soccer in general. Harman noted
that experience was one thing the
Hellions needed. The 5'9" South
African defenseman said that there
were a lot more older, experienced
players on the Blast and that it was
very beneficial for them.
Harman, out of the now-defunct
NASL Columbus Magic, believed
indoor soccer was more exciting
than outdoor soccer. "It's so tight,
so competitive, It involves
everyone all the time. This is the
player's big season. The future is in
indoor soccer. This is the kind of
sport that will really pick up here
(in the United States)."
Although the Civic Center was
plagued by a few problems, such as
the artificial turf peeling off the ice
The indoor soccer goalie is perhaps the single most important player on the fleld, and the most
at inopportune moments and the
-abused.
,
photo by Steve Pekock
WDRC/ Coca-Cola Cheerleaders,
the game was very exciting to
watch. The ticket prices, which
range from $3.00 to $7.50, makes
this sport an even greater value,
by Nancy Lucas
of sports fans, young and old, and strategy, may be a stepping
considering other professional
A diehard hockey fan like myself businessman and family alike, stone to making soccer in general
sport ticket prices ($7.50-$12.50).
is very confused while watching his Hartford Hellions indoor soccer is more recognizable to the American
All things considered, indoor
or her first indoor soccer game. really quite fun to watch. You pick public as a viable spectator sport.
soccer is well worth the inThe players seem caged, and the your favorites, you find the enemy. Pearsall was quick to point out that
vestment.
action is a bit slower than the flying (My personal favorite was John the fervor of fans worldwide
skaters one sees in action on the Nusum, a defender who also plays throughout the World Cup
ice. But with a green artificial turf with the Rochester Lancers of the competition makes the Olympics
carpet, the rink is transformed into NASL, and who also scored the pale in comparison.
an indoor soccer field. With the third Hellion goal in their first win
As for the Hellions, Pearsall feels
addition of the "Rocket Red" of the season last Friday night. The they have to prove themselyes
soccer ball (PR man and Trinity enemy was the Baltimore Blast's worth watching. "Given the talent
graduate Randy Pearsall informed Doug Wark, a player I considered on the team, attendance should rise
me that the Major Indoor Soccer nothing more than a garbage man steadily," he commented. Hartford
League — MISL for short — is very and who, of course, scored the first was 6-26 last year, but have already
space-oriented) and a quota of five two goals for the opponents.)
won two of their first three games
team members per side, plus one
Indoor soccer even has its hand (allin overtime). "Hartford fans are
goaltender apiece, the stage was set in international intrigue. The two very picky," says Pearsall. "They
for a curious but undeniably ex- newest Hellions, Julie Hejyi and are quick to discern a good team as
citing new game — indoor soccer. Alex Tarnoczi (try pronouncing opposed to a poor one." The at7i35 PM
Buffalo Stallions
Excluding the sappy fanfare that those for a laugh), recently tendance at the home opener was
7:35 PM
St. Louis Steamers
accompanied the team's in- defected from Hungary. Both Hejyi 3,300; Friday night it was 4,031.
7:35 PM
New York Arrows
troduction and the WDRC/ Coca- and Tarnoczi have played for tie Attendance at Sunday afternoon's
Wichita Wings
1:35 PM
Cola Cheerleaders' "performance" Hungarian under-23 national team, contest was even higher.
7:35 PM
New York Arrows
during half time, the entire and they were teammates on a
7:35 PM
Philadelphia Fever
In his position in public relations
spectacle was a delight. And that's club in Hungary before they
1:35 PM
Denver Avalanche
what indoor soccer is meant to be defected. In Europe, indoor for the Hellions, Pearsall's career
Baltimore Blast
7:35 PM
more than anything else — en- soccer, although not exactly the plans are questionable. Indoor
1:35 PM
Philadelphia Fever
tertainment. Don't get me wrong — same as it is here in the United soccer is a brand new sport; "it has
7:35 PM
Phoenix Inferno
indoor soccer is very competitive; States, is a popular sport, so the no track record...there is no telling
7:35 PM
St. Louis Steamers
ball control is necessarily tight, and addition of the Hungarians to the how good it can be." But, Pearsall
1:35 PM
Chicago Horizons
the goaltending shows are often Hellion squad could add a much- is confident: "i.t was a sound move
- San Francisco Fog
7:35 PM
incredible. In fact, Pearsall pointed needed scoring punch to the for me." Indoor soccer seems to be
Baltimore Blast
7:35 PM
out that indoor soccer is a very Hartford offense in no time. catching on quickly, and even this
7:35 PM
Chicago Horizons
demanding sport, similar to hockey Tarnoczi is probably the fastest . rather prejudiced reporter can
7:35 PM
Denver Avalanche
admit to having quite a bit of fun
in physical exertion (and in many player the Hellions have.
7:35 PM
New York Arrows
other aspects, I might add). But in
Indoor soccer, different from watching this new and exciting
an effort to attract every segment outdoor soccer in terms of tactics sport.

Indoor Soccer - Something For Everyone

Hartford Hellions
Home Schedule
Wednesday, Nov. 19
Saturday, Dec. 6
Thursday, Dec. 11
Saturday, Dec. 13
Friday, Dec. 19
Monday, Dec. 22
Saturday, Jan. 3
Friday, J 3 n .16
Sunday, Jan. 18
Thursday, Jan. 22
Tuesday, Jan 27
Sunday, Feb. 1
Thursday, Feb. 5
Thursday, Feb. 19
Saturday, Feb. 21
Tuesday, Feb. 24
Thursday, Mar. 5
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Bantam Honors: Voted Number One In NE
The Varsity Football team has
walked away from their 1980
season bearing honors of all sorts,
on offense and defense, with both
school records and highest marks
in New England, Division ID.
The team as a whole was
overwhelmingly voted Number One
in New England by the New
England Football Newsletter last
weekend, and Head Coach Don
Miller was selected Coach of the
Year.
In the backfield, Bill Holden
rushed for a total of 650 yards,
averaging 81.3 yards per game,
placing him third in New England
and tenth place on the all-time
Trinity list. Mike Elia's nine touchdowns for 54 points made him the

leading scorer in Division III.
Quarterback Peter Martin, whose
272 yards rushing and 40 points
made him the leading rushing and
scoring QB in New England, also
was second in Trin history with his
1414 yards total offense, a mark
which was also number one in New
England. Finally, Bob Reading,
with 39 catches (second highest in
New England), 718 yards and eight
touchdowns (both first in the
league) enabled him to be voted
Offensive Player of the Year by the
New England Football Newsletter.
Captain Paul Romano tied for
the team lead in interceptions with
five. Sharing that title was Nick
Bordieri, who was also tied for the
number one Bantam in the pass

knockdown department with six.
Bordieri's 30 punt returns was a
New England college record, and
speaks.well for the Bantam defense
on the whole. Frank Netcoh set
new Trin records with 10 quarterback sacks this season, and 14
career sacks. His season total was
'second highest in New England.
Linebacker Bill Schaufler, who tied
with Bordieri in pass knockdowns,
led the team in tackles with 65 solo
(the most by a Trinity player in
twenty years, second highest ever)
and 54 assists. Schaufler was
second in the running for
Defensive Player of the Year by
only four votes to Brian Benedict
of Williams, who led New England
in tackles (Schaufler was second).

BANTAM SPORTS ARENA 1
Magoun All-New England
1980 cross-country co-captain Alex Magoun
finished his colegiate career with the race of his life
Saturday a the Division 3 New England Championships in Franklin Park, Boston. Running alone
among 22 teams vying for national qualification,
the senior history major went out fast with the lead
pack, passing one mile in 4:42, two in 9:30, and
three in 14:35, thus closing in on the top ten while
running personal bests on the latter two splits.
Magoun finished with a rush to take eleventh in

24:47 for five miles, dropping his own Trinity
record for the distance by 56 seconds. Although he
missed qualifying individually for the National
meet by 12 seconds, Magoun did become the first
Trinity runner to achieve Division 3 All New
England statuse in modern history.

Manager Needed
Manager needed for Women's Varsity Basketball team. Anyone who is interested in helping out
should contact Karen Erlandson at Ferris Athletic
Center, extension 291.
A familiar sight o't Bantam fans: the referee singals yet another TD
for Offensive Player of the Year Bob Reading, photo bYKeryn Crohs

Fw Deimmus Piaa and,
Hot Owen Grimiem Crow Marathon Successful
by Dan McCafferty and
Dan McNamara

Cat when.
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Come in and Eat in our NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
287Now Britain Avenue, JZjf^'
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South Campus
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The clock showed :25 seconds.
This was the game that would
culminate the Alpha Chi Rho
Basketball Marathon, and the
winner of this contest would be the
Marathon Champion. The confrontation pitted the Excess
Recruits against the Brothers of
Crow, and Bob Pigue iced the
game for the Excess Recruits with a
20 foot jump shot that made the
score 5049.
,
Pigue was the high scorer of this
final, game with a 16 point effort.
Steve Gomes and Doug Kuzmicki
poured in 12 apiece for the Excess
Recruits. Dave Smith was. the high
scorer for the losers with 15 and
Angel Martinez was close behind
with 14 points for the Crow
Brothers.
" The Basketball Marathon, which
employed over 100 participants
throughout the 24 hour span, was.
very successful as it raised over
$300 for the Retarded Citizens of
Central Mass. Along with the
athletic efforts of many Trinity
students and alumni, many Hartford area businesses contributed
unselfishly to the cause. The C.N.
Flagg Company donated $200 to
the Retarded Citizens. Also,

establishments such as D & D
Package Store, Herb's Sport Shop
and Pitta Gourmet all made
contributions in the form of prizes
that were awarded to both teams
and individuals at the conclusion of
the Marathon.
In recognition of Pigue's 16 point
effort in the final game, he was
awarded a basketball donated by
Herb's Sport Shop. The Crow team
was the recipient of D & D's
contribution, a keg of beer, for
being the team which contributed
the most money to the Retarded
Citizens. The Superstars were
given pizzas donated by Pitta
Gourmet for placing third behind
Crow in the Marathon.
The Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho
, would like to thank all of those who
participated' in this first annual
Basketball Marathon, and helped
to make it the success that it was.
The money will go towards buying
clothes:-. and food for retarded
citizens who so desperately need
help. The Basketball Marathon
itself was just one event that
comprised Greek Week here at
Trinity. The objective of Greek
Week was to promote community
service and involvement among the
college's fraternities.
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Sports

Water Polo Number Three In New England
by Tick Houk
Gaining entrance to the New
England
Water-Polo
Championships at Harvard last weekend
as an alternate for Amherst (who
forfeited their spot), the Trinity
Ducks demonstrated that despite
their losing season record, they
were undoubtedly the third best
team in the league. Stunning both
other teams, coaches, and even the
referees, the Ducks played excellent water-polo against UConri,
Williams, and Iona College.
One of the reasons for their
unimpressive season record was
that the Ducks always played tough
teams. Going 1-2 with Amherst, 1-1
with UConn, 0-2 with Williams,
and 0-1 with Iona College during
their regular season, one could not
help but think that the Ducks
weren't very good. And yet it was
precisely these four teams that
were originally chosen to participate in the tournament. Finally
deciding to put an end to the
"extenuating" circumstances which
had led to their past season,

though, the Ducks were deter- who had 3, followed by Len Adam
mined to redeem themselves at the and John Peabody with 2, and Tick
Houk with 1.
Championships.
In the first game, against UConn
(the eventual New England
Later that evening the Ducks
Champions), the Ducks played the faced another tough team:
best game they could, losing 8-12.
Williams. Having lost twice to them
At no point during the game,
during the regular season, and
however, was UConn able to let up
realizing that the Williams team
their effort. Having gone ahead to a
included four
All-American
quick lead of 3-0, in the first
swimmers, the Ducks were clearly
minutes of play, the Huskies gained
the underdogs. Most of the other
the upper hand and remained
coaches and referees expected
ahead by that margin for most of
Trinity to lose badly. But early in
the rest of the game. But despite a
the game Trinity went ahead by
three-goal deficit, the Ducks were
two goals. Although the Williams
determined to show UConn that
team was outswimming the Ducks,
they weren't pushovers. They held
their quality of play was lower.
the Huskies scoreless on 4 man- Everything was looking good for
down powerplays, and played an
Trinity until the middle of the third
aggressive offense. The Ducks also
quarter, at which point Dave Pike,
adapted well to the new en- one of the team's top players, was
vironment. Harvard's pool is 30
ejected from the game for having
meters long and 20 meters wide,
long fingernails. This decision was
making their pool almost as wide as
outrageous, not only in that it was
Trinity's is long!
not the proper penalty for the
infraction (the maximum penalty is
In this game Trinity came as
only a 30-second ejection), but also
close as anyone in the tournament
because Dave Pike's fingernails
to beating UConn. The scoring for
had been inspected by the Head
the Ducks was led by Mike Merin,
Dave Pike's [r.] fingernails notwithstanding, the Junior has
consistently been one of the team's top players,
photo by Tick Houk

Mike Merin was the leading goal scorer In Trin's loss to UConn.

photo by Tick Houk

John Peabody [r.] has proven himself a goal scorer in his own right at the New Englands.
photo by Tick Houk

Referee in the previous game and
were judged to be QK,
Thus the' Ducks' number o£
effective* substitutes
drastically, and a "key player was
missing. Eventually Williams'
swimming water-polo team tired
out the Ducks, and won by a score
of 13-15.
Immediately following the game
a Formal Protest was filed against
the referee's decision, on the basis
that it was not the proper call
according to the rule book, and
because it significantly effected the
outcome of the game. After not
much deliberation, the Water-Polo
Committee decided to reject
Trinity's Protest, on the grounds
that the Ducks didn't cite the
specific rule pertaining to the
infractions
given 'for
long
fingernails. Head Referee said he
sympathized with Trinity, but that
the decision was made and that was
final. Thus Trinity .accepted the
loss and continued on with the
tournament.
Later on the referee apologized
for his mistake, and yet the damage
had been done, Trinity had been
winning by two goals at the time of
the ejection, and maintained high
spirits. With that momentum, and
the low moral of the Williams
team, it is probable that Trinity
would have won the game and
wound up second instead of third.
Impressive performances were
turned in by - Sophomore Ed
Kaplan, who scored 3 goals, Len
Adam, Mike Merin, Kyle Parrow,
and John Peabody, who each
scored 2, and Tick Houk,- who had
1. At the time of his ejection Dave
Pike had 1 goal.
The final game came on Sunday
morning, against a second-ranked
Iona College. C oached by a former.
Trinity Captain, Rob Calgi, Iona
had experienced an apparently
"
good season, having accumulated
wins by playing unknown, inexperienced teams and beating them.
Limiting their number of league
games, they had somehow gained

the confidence of the Water-Polo
Committee and were incredibly
ranked second.
It had long been known to the

Ducks, though, that Iona was an
overrated team, and that their sly
far. Detertlie Ducks played fiaid
maintaining the upper hand for the
entire game, and winning 11-7J . r t
Outside wings drove hard during
dead : time,
drawing
several
ejections, fast breaks on the turnovers were well used, and the pick
was executed precisely. In addition, the Ducks maintained a
fouling defense, thus limiting the
Gales' scoring opportunities and
wasting their 35-second possession
of the ball.
Trinity's scoring was dominated
by Len Adam and Kyle Parrow,
who each had 3 goals. Following
them were John Peabody and
Freshman Chip Lake, with 2 each,
and Mike Merin, with 1.
Thus despite losing the majority
of their games (season record: 6-8),
Trinity came in Third in New
England, behind UConn and
Williams. Upon entering the
tournament this year, respect for
Trinity's team was admittedly low.
This was not entirely without
reason, though, as the Ducks had
lost 5 of 7 who were on their New
England Championship team, and
they subsequently had a losing
season. Upon leaving the tournament, though, respect for the
Ducks was high again, as their line
ability and determination proved.
Next year will show a return to
the traditional winning Ducks, for
several reasons. Trinity will only be
losing two seniors, Tick Houk and
Len Adam, so that most of the
starting team will be returning.
This year, many people who would
have normally spent a larger
portion of their time on the bench
W ere able to play, so that the Ducks
will gain an immense amount of
- In
-- depth.
addition,
UConn is
graduating their entire starting
lineup, as is Williams their four AllAmerican swimmers.
The Water-Polo Team would

like to express their thanks for all
the support that the Trinity
Community gave them. GO
DUCKS, BE MOI^T!

